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Foreword 
The authors wish to express appreciation to Dr. L. H. Pam-
m el, Head of the Botany Department, Iowa State College, for 
his assistance in checking the range of the species in Iowa and 
ot her important matters. 
The purpose of this bulletin is to furnish a short, non-tech-
nical description of the principal native tree species of Iowa to 
serve as a general guide to schools, boy scouts, camp fire girls, 
4-H clubs and other organizations for tree identification 
An effort has been made to keep the descriptions non-
technical, since it 'Yas felt that in th1s \Vay the publication 
would find its widest usefulness 
The common names listed first are those which seemed to 
be in most common use 1n Iowa, but in some cases the less 
important names are also listed. The technical names are 
given in each case in order to know definitely the particular 
tree which is being described. The Check List of the United 
States Forest Service has served as a guide for the scientific 
names In cases where the scientific name has been changed 
the old names are also listed. 
No attempt has been made to give the detailed general range 
of the different species, it being intended only to show, in 
general, the distribution of the tree 
Index of Common Names 
ARh, Black ....................................... 92 Buttonball ....................................... 58 
A Hh, Blue ...... . .............................. 91 Button,•:ood ................................ 5"' 
Ash, Green .................................... 9 5 Cedar, Red ......................................... 11 
Ash, Mountain ................................ 60 Cherry, Bird ................................... 69 
Ash, Pl'ickly ................................ 76 Cherry, Choke .................................. 70 
A~ll, lFtecl .......................................... fl ·1 Cherry. Pin ...................................... 69 
Ash Wafer ....................................... 77 Cherry, Rum .................................... 71 
Ash, \vhite ................................... 93 ChetTY. Wild Black ........................ 71 
A t:ipen .. . ................ 20 Cherry. \\ ild Red .............................. 69 
Aspen, Lau~e-Toothed .................. 21 
Aspen, Quakmsr ... . ............... 20 
Agpen, '!'rem blin~ ............................ 20 
Balm of Gilead ................................. 22 
Ba:-;s Tree .......................................... 87 
Bass" ·ood ............................................ 87 
Birch, Black .................................... 35 
Birch, Canoe .................................... 36 
Birch, PaJ1e1· .................................... 36 
Birch, Red ........................................ 35 
Birch, R•' er ...................................... 35 
Birch. White .................................... 36 
Birch, Yellow ................................ 34 
Black. Locus t ................................... 75 
Bladdel'nut .................................... 80 
Blue Beach ...................................... 32 
Box Elder ............. ............................ 85 
Buckeye .............................................. 86 
Buming Bush ......... .. ................... 79 
Butternut .......................................... 12 
Coffee-Bean Tree ............................ 73 
Cottonwood ........................................ 23 
Crab Apple .................... .. ....... 59 
Dogwood. Alternate-Leaved ......... 88 
Do~wood, Blue.............. . ........ 88 
Dogwood. Pagoda ........................ 88. 
Dogwood, Roughleaf.. ................... 89 
Elm, Amertcan ........................ 50 
Elm, Cork .................................. 51 
E lm, Red .................................... 52 
Elm, Rock ..................................... 51 
E lm, S lippery .................................. 52 
E lm, White .................................... 50 
Green Oster ..................................... 88 
H ackberry ....................................... 53 
H a,v, Pear............................... . 66 
H aw, Red ................................. 64 
H a \V. Scar let .................................... 67 
Hawthorn ................................ 65 
Hawthorn, Dotted ............................ 62 
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Hawthorn, Round-leaf .................... 67 
Hercules Club ................................. 76 
Hickory, Bitternut ............................ 15 
Hickory, Kingnut ............................ 17 
Hickory, Missouri.. .......................... 17 
Hickory, Mockernut....... ................ 18 
Hickory, Pecan ................................ 14 
Hickory, Pignut .............................. 19 
Hickory, Sha~bark ........ .......... .... . 16 
Hickory, Shellbark .......................... 17 
Honey Locust ................................... 7 4 
Hornbeam ......................................... 32 
Hornbeam, Hop ............................... 33 
11r<>J) ~Jr~~............ ................................ '7'7 
Horse Chestnut ............................... 86 
Iron wood ............................................ 33 
Judas Tree ....................................... 72 
June-Berry ........................................ 61 
Juniper .............................................. 10 
Juniper, Dwarf ..... ............ . 10 
Kentucky Coffee Tree. . ............. 7 3 
Linden ..................... ......... ...... 87 
Linn ................................................... 87 
Locust, Black .................................. 7 5 
Locust , Honey ................................... 7 4 
Locust, Yellow .................................... 7 5 
Maple, Ash-Leaved .......................... 85 
Maple, Black ...................................... 83 
Maple, Hard ........................ 82 and 83 
Maple, Mountain ................................ 81 
1-faple, Rock........................................ 82 
Maple, Silver .................................... 84 
Maple, Soft ........................................ 84 
Maple, Sugar.............. .................... 82 
May Cherry ................................ 61 
Mountain Ash ............................... 60 
Mulberry, Red ............................... 54 
Oak, Black .................................. 89 
Oak, Black Jack ................................ 41 
Oak, Bur ......................................... 45 
Oak, Chestnut ................................... 48 
Oak, Chinquapin .............................. 49 
Oak, Hill's .. .................................. 39 
Oak, Jack .............................. 39 and 41 
Oak, Laurel ........................................ 42 
Oak, Mossy-cup ................................ 45 
Oak, Northern Pin .......................... 39 
Oak, Overcup .................................... 46 
Oak, Pin .............................................. 88 
Oak, Post ............................................ 44 
Oak, Quercitron ................................ 40 
Oak, Red ...... . . 
Oak, R ock..... ..... • 
Oak, Shingle ....... . 
Oak, Swamp Srlan ish 
Oak, Swamp \\'bite .. 
Oak, White ............... . 
Oak, Yellow ......... . 
Ohio Buckeye .... . 
Pawpaw ........ . 
Pecan ................ . 
. . ... 
...... 
... . . 
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49 
42 
38 
47 
43 
40 
86 
55 
.... . ... .. 14 
Persimmon ... .. . 90 
Pigeonberry .. .... .. .. 88 
Pine, White... . .... .. . .... 9 
Plane-Tree ...... . . ............... 58 
Plum, Wild............ .. . . 68 
Poplar ................. .. .. .. ... 21 
Poplar, Balsam........ . ....... 22 
Poplar, Carolina .... ... . ........ 23 
Poplar, Silver-Leaved..... ............ 24 
P oplar, White .................................... 24 
P opple ................................. 20 and 21 
Prairie Crab ........ 59 
Prickly Ash 76 
Red Bud ...... . . 72 
Sassafras . . ..... 56 
Serviceberry . . .. .... 61 
Shadblow ........ .. 61 
Shadbush .. .... .... . . 61 
Sugar Berry... . 53 
Sumach .................. .. 78 
Sycamore ............... .. . ..... 58 
Thorn-Apple ......... .... .. .... 64 
Thorn, Cock-Spur .... ... .. .. ... ... 63 
Thorn, Dotted .......... . ................. 62 
Thorn-Tlee .... ........ . .......... 74 
Thorny Locust ........................... 7 4 
Wafer-Ash ................. . .. ........... 77 
Wahoo .................... ...... . .. . ..... 79 
Walnut, Black................ . ............. 13 
Walnut, White................. . ........ 12 
W1ld Crab ...................................... &_9 
Willow, A lmondleaf... ... .. ............. 26 
Willow, Beaked .......................... 31 
Willow, Black................ .. .............. 25 
Willow, Glaucus............ .. ........... 30 
Willow, Missouri.. ........................ 29 
Willow, Peachleaf.. ........................ 26 
Willow, Pussy................. . .............. 30 
Willow, Sand Bar ........................ 28 
Willow. Shining........ .. . ........... 27 
Witch Hazel ................................... 57 
Native Species Not Described 
1. Balsam fir, Ables balsamea (L.) Miller Found natur-
a lly in one place in Allamakee County. Not important. 
2. White willow, Saltx alba L Not native but escaped f rom 
cultivation 
3. White mulber ry, Morus alba L Native to China. Found 
in native timber as a tree escaped f1 om cultivation. 
4. Dwarf chinquapin oak, Quercus pri noid£ s 'Villd. Usually 
a shrub. Leaves and fru1t sim1lar to Chinquapin oak 
5. Shun1ard red oak, Quercus sJzumanlii Buck. (Formerly 
Q. t cxana.) Similar to red oak Not common in Iowa. 
6. Elderberry, Sambuc.us canadcnszs L. Only a shrub in 
Iowa. 
7. ::\annyberry, Viburnum lcntago L., a shrub in Iowa. 'Yith 
a blue-black fruit. 
8. Buckthorn, Rhamnus caroliniana "\Valt. A shrub in Iowa. 
Fruit black, ~~a in in diameter. 
9. Po1son sumach, Rhus vernix L A shrub in Iowa. Poi· 
sonous Leaf margins smooth Fruit 1vory-white. 
10. Dwarf or smooth sumae;h, R1! us copallzna L. Seldon1 tree 
size. Leaf stems winged bet" een leaflets. 
IMPORTANT TREE SPECIES PLANTED IN IOWA BUT 
WHICH ARE NOT N ATI VE TO THE STATE 
E vergree ns. 
~ Ol'\\ ay pine, P11nts rt s nw.sa 
\\ estern } ell ow pine, Pin us pond e1 osa. 
Jack pine, Pin u.s clivar zcata 
European larch, Lar1.c ezo·opca. 
'Vhite spruce, Picco glauca, Picea canaacnszs 
Blue spruce, P ire a z;unuens 
Douglas fir, Pseuclotsuga ta.1 ifolla. 
\\'bite cedar, Thuya occzdcntolzs 
Broad lea f Trees. 
European white birch, Betula alba 
Osage orange, To.rylon pomifeJum 
Ila1 d) catalpa, Cfltalpa specivr;a 
I M PORTA N T RE M I N D E RS IN USING THIS BOOK 
As a general thing the bud descriptions refer to the termi· 
nal \\inter buds where these are present. 
The brief descriptions in regard to the soil locations on 
which the trees are found refer, in general, to Iowa condi· 
tions. 
In order to make the important distinguishing character· 
istics stand out more clearly these have been printed in 
italics, and especial attention should be paid to them 
In order to determine the approximate sizes of leaves and 
fruits, as illustrated in the drawings, care should be exercised 
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in noting the scale of the drawing in each case. For example, 
l-'3 under the drawing means that the leaf or fruit is % 1ts 
natural size and 1;2 means that it is one-half its natural size, 
etc 
Forests and Forestry 
With an original timber resource almost unbounded, a 
rapid and constant decrease in available timber has resulted 
over the country because of 1 umbering operations forest fires, 
insects and other destructive agencies The original stand of 
850,000,000 acres of timber in this country has now been re-
duced to about 430,000,000 acres Not only the best timber 
has been removed but also the timber closest to the centers 
of population. This figure is more alarming when considered 
along "'ith the statement that we are now using our timber 
four to six t...mes as fast as new timber is being grown 
Continued destruction of our forest resources is a serious 
problem and every farmer, housewife, hunter, fisherman, 
tourist, boy scout, campfire girl and nature lover should be 
interested in the protection and perpetuation of the remaining 
forest areas Iowa alone has an area of 2 to 2'(2 million 
acres of land best suited to the gro\\ ing of wood crops An 
appreciation of the value of the forest is one of the best 
means of conserving our woodlands 
Iowa's annual wood bill is about $50,000,000, a figure that 
should impress one with the importance of wood as a factor 
in the prosperity and commerc1al activities of the state. 
Forests support one-tenth of the American people. Fifteen 
million or more people use the national forests alone for 
recreation each year Iowa has 38 state parks with a total 
area of 6900 acres. The total number of visitors to six of the 
largest of these and to the lal{e areas of Io" a was easily 
3,750,000 in one year They spent about three hours each on 
the areas. At 25c, the price of an average movie, this recre-
ation is worth over $2,800,000 every year in Iowa. 
What Can I Do for Forestry? 
All good citizens should be informed on the uses and proper 
conservation of the forests Forestry programs conducted by 
schools, and other organizatiOns will rapidly bring about a 
better understanding with reference to this important re-
source. 
I. THINGS TO CREATE INTEREST I N FORESTRl 
Programs with schools, community clubs, civic clubs, boy 
scouts, campfire girls, 4-H Clubs, lone scouts and other junior 
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organizations. (Recitations, plays, pageants, talks by mayor 
or other officials, songs, etc.) Place exhibits in business 
house windows, schools and any place of gathenngs. includ-
ing: Things made of wood; use of forests for recreation and 
camping; erosion and protectiYe forestation; windbreaks, 
roadside and other tree planting; animals of the woods, birds 
of the woods; and wild flowers of the woods. 
J.i""'orest and '\Vild Life filn1s shown in movie houses 
Use of publicity material in ne,Yspapers and other publica-
tions. 
II. THINGS TO START ACTIVITY 
Contests-Essay contest on conserYation, nut tree contest. 
n1ost populat or largest tree contest, tree identfication contest. 
Start 'l'ree Plantings- liYing Christmas trees, woodlots, 
Christmas tree plantations, plantations on permanent camp 
sites, Inemorial trees and groves, shelterbelts, highway trees, 
town or communit) forests. 
Collect tree seeds for planting. 
III. PROGRA:\IS TO CO~TI! -eE 1::\TEREST 
Start a program of 6 to 12 studies on forests and wild life 
conservation. 
Start a tree census 
Start a ' 'hall of fame'' for trees 
Start a program of caring for any tree plantations made. 
Start a program of forest management for a woodlot. 
Start a development of bird and wild life sanctuary. 
Start a tree survey of the to" n and plan for better park-
way planting. 
Cooperation Available from Iowa State College 
1. Special assistance in plans for indn idual programs 
2. Field assistance in supervision of plantings, programs, and 
forest management work 
3. Cooperation with junior clubs, boy scouts and campfire 
girls organizations, 4-H clubs, etc 
4. Illustrruted lectures on conservation and wild life subjects 
5. Suggestions for exhibits, programs of \\Ork in forestrY. 
contests, etc. 
Note· Requests for assistance should be addressed to I. T 
Bode, Extension Forester, Iowa State College, Ames, I owa. 
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Some Suggestions for Planting Street or Shade Trees 
1. Dig a hole large and deep enough to take roots in their 
natural position. 
2. A mound of earth in the bottom of hole sometimes belp8 
in holding roots spread. 
3. Use good loamy top-soil to fill in around all the fine roots. 
Pack it in around roots with fingers and then tramp in 
firmly. 
4. Set tree 2 inches deeper than it stood in nursery and pre-
serve all the fine fibrous roots. Cut broken roots off smooth. 
5. Leave area of 6 square feet around tree for cultivating or 
give it a mulch of old straw or leaves. 
6. Put a heavy stake in the ground near the tree and tie the 
tree to it with rubber-covered wire or loose sort rope. 
7. Prune out about % of top to compensate for reduced 
roots. 
a. Plan on leaving strong branches for base of permanent 
crown about 10 feet from ground for parking trees 
Can be lower for yard trees. 
b. Prune to eliminate bad crotches. 
c. Keep well-developed, natural form of head with a strong 
leader and branches set at wide angles. 
d. Prune out the head by thinning; not by stubbing back 
the ends of all the branches. 
Explanatory Diagrams of Leaf Descriptions Used in 
Text 
WAY{ 
LLIP· 
TICAL 
IJLVN • 
f>O!NTlD 
f1ARGIN:5 
'/Nt'· ~OVNO· 'POJNTU>-
"(JOT/If/) TOO!IIf!J IL08£/J 10/JED 
SHA PlS 
YAL 
TI•PS 
BRJSTLE.-
RO(JNDCO NOTCH£{) Tlf'Plf) 
8AS£S 
C0f1POIIND 
White Pine 
Pinus strobus L 
The T ree : A large, straight-stemmed timber tree Gro" s 
to good size in Iowa, being the largest native evergreen. In 
the open de' elops a full conical crown. 
Dist ribu t ion: Found 
o v e r Southeastern 
Canada, northeastern 
l"'nited States and thru 
the Lake States In 
Io" a, nati\ e In res tric-
ted localities but not in 
any quantity, in the 
northeastern part and 
as far '\est as Hardin 
County. Usually found 
in localities with lime-
s tone ou tcroppings and 
best adapted to soils 
with good sub-drainage. 
Leaves: Needle-like, 
3 to 5 111 long, slender, 
flC.Tlble and alu ays ;; zn 
a buncllr Foliage dark 
bluish-green. 
Frui t : A s l ender, 
gradually tapering cone 
4 to 6 in. long, ,,. i th 
ends of scales prom-
inently ltght tan to 
uhlttsh Winged seeds 
borne beneath the cone 
scales 
Bark: On smaller branches and twigs, smooth and reddish-
green 1n color On older trunks, breaks into broad ridges 
and is dark g1 ay to black. 
W ood : Soft, smooth, easily worked, light, not strong and 
from a cream to very light brown in color It is one of the 
most valuable woods. Good grades are very scarce and go 
mostly in to pattern or shop lumber. 
Re ma rks : One of the best trees for windbreak and woodlot 
planting in a ll but the northwestern and western par ts of 
Iowa 
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Dwarf Juniper (Juniper) 
Juniperus comrnunts L. 
The Tree: While this species only occasionally reaches 
tree form, and never in Iowa, it is given here because it is 
found in many places and is often mistaken for red cedar 
(J. virginiana). I t is a low-growing, spreading, evergreen 
shrub. 
Hot 
Distribut ion: Proba-
bly has as wide a distri-
bution as any tree, be-
ing found over practi-
cally all of the United 
States, Canada a n d 
Alaska, and even in the 
Old World. In Iowa, 
found largely in the 
northeastern section. 
leaves: Short, awl-
shaped, spiny needles 
similar to the sharp· 
pointed type on red ce-
dar except more flat-
tened and white on the 
up per surface. 
Fruit: A bluish or 
purplish resinous berry 
with 1 to 3 small, hard 
seeds. 
Bark : Dark reddish· 
brown; becomes rather 
papery-scaled. 
W ood : Hard, close-grained and very durable. Not impor-
tant 1n Iowa because of the shrubby character of the species. 
Rem a r ks : Many varieties of this species are propagated and 
used in ornamental planting. 
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Red Cedar 
Jun i1Jerus vl rginia na L. 
T he Tree: A small hardy tree of moderate rate of growth. 
Forms a dense, conical crown with branches to the ground. 
• 
D1str1but1on: Found 
in eastern half of the 
United States as far 
west as central Dakotas 
and Texas. Originally 
found in most parts of 
Iowa; not particular as 
to soil, g1 O\\ 1ng on some 
of the driest and rock· 
iest hillsides l\1ost com· 
m o n in southeastern 
Iowa. 
Leaves: H as t UJ o 
types of leaves, either 
scale-like, form in g 
smooth branches, or, on 
fast growing shoots, 
aul-shaped, sharp-point-
ed and 112 in long, not 
flattened o1· whitish 
above. 
Fruit: Is berry-like, 
about 14 in. in diameter, 
bluish to bluish-white in 
color The flesh is 
sweetish and resinous, usually enclosing 1 or 2 hard seeds. 
Bark and Trunk: A m ore or less irregular fluted trunk, us-
ually with a rapid taper. The bark is stringy, peeling off in 
narrow strips or sh·reds, and is of a r eddish-brown to gray-
brown in color. 
Wood: Light, has a very pronounced odor, wtth purplish-red 
heartwooa and cream-colored sapwood. Very durable and 
highly prized for fence posts, cedar chests and cabinet wood. 
Remarks: A valuable tree for I owa, due to ha rdiness and 
durability of wood. I ts use for planting, however, is much re-
stricted because it harbors one stage of cedar-apple rust which 
is very injurious to apple trees grown in the vicinity. 
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Butternut (White Walnut) 
Juglans cinerea L. 
The Tree: A smaller, more branched and lower-headed tree 
th ~n black walnut. It sometimes gets to be straight and tall. 
Seldom considered a timber tree. 
• 
Distribution: North· 
eastern United States 
to Georgia and Alabama 
along the Appalachian 
Mountains, westward to 
eastern Nebraska and 
eastern South Dakota. 
Found thruout Iowa, 
largely on lower slopes 
or along streams ~lost 
abundant in eastern and 
central Iowa Does not 
hke poor soils 
L e a v e s : Pinnately 
compound, similar to 
black walnut, 15 in. or 
more in length, with 11 
to 17 leaflets, sharp· 
pointed, 2 or 3 in. long, 
ancl l eaf stems and leaf· 
lets ve lvety. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T\\ igs stout and blunt 
with prominent leaf 
scars . and pith sec· 
tioned as in black walnut. Buds and branching are altetrl'Ltt. 
Fruit: A large nut, elliptical or lcmon-shapul. enclosed in a 
-v ell ow-green , very 'L'tl vety Jz usJ... The shell is very rough and 
sharply ridged 
Bark: On young branches, smooth and light g1 ay. On trunk 
and older branches, breaks 1nto shallow, fla t, light-gray ridges 
or bands which form a d wmoncl-slwpcd ]Jattern On large, old 
trunks it becomes darker and ridged The u ncl cr bm k zs choco· 
late-bro u n in color. 
W ood: Soft, not strong, coarse-grained. It is cream to light 
brown in color and not much in demand as a cabinet wood. 
Not durable. 
Rem a rks: Not a desirable tree for plan ting, except for nu t 
crops, because comparath ely short-lh ed, not of good timber· 
t} pe and usually defective 
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Black Walnut 
Juolans nigra L . 
T he T ree : A large, straight-stemmed timber tree, w1tb 
round open crown In the open a branchy, short-trunked, wide--
spreading, beautiful tree. 
ing 'is alternate 
ments 
Distr1butio n : Found 
t h r u o u t northeastern 
United States and as 
far " est as central N e-
braska. In Iowa, found 
scattered thru wood-
lands in most part s . 
Prefers alluvial bottom-
lands and well-drained 
so i l s With abundant 
moisture. 
Leaves: Large, pin-
nately compound, from 
12 to 20 in. long with 13 
to 23 leaflets. Leaf 
stems covered with fine 
hairs, but sn1-oother 
than butternut Leaf-
lets 2% to 3 in. long 
ana smooth as com-
pared with butternut. 
Buds and T w i g a : 
Twigs are brownish, 
stout, blunt with promi-
nent l eaf scars Branch-
The pith is dimrJed into thnt plates or seu-
Fruit: A large 1 ounded nut with a heavy, hard, finely-ridged 
shell and CO'\ ered '' 1 tb a solid norvsplttttng husk, 114 to 1h in. 
thick 
Ba rk: Blacki~ :£, i r .. cgu r1 t ,y ridged, with chocolate brown 
'U,nder color when broken 011. 
Wood: One of the most v,tluable woods grown in Iowa. 
H eartwood is rich chocolate-brown and sapwood creamy-white. 
The wood is durab!e and much priz ~.;.. cl for furniture, cabinet 
work, gunstocks and finish lumber. 
Rem a rks : Stands of native black waluut are becoming 
scarce The tr ee is being planted extensively for wood and 
fruit C'rops Especially adapted to soils of fair to good quality. 
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Pecan 
Hicm·ia pecan ( l\Iarsh.) Brirt., Oarya 7Jecan Eng. and Graeb. 
The Tree: The largest of the hickories native to Iowa. It 
forms a rather narrow open crown. 
Distribution: Native 
most!) in the states of 
the central :Mississippi 
and lower Ohio r1 ver 
\'c1. lleys In Iowa, found 
1n the southeastern part 
and along the i\1Jssissip· 
pi River as far north as 
Clinton. Usually on rich 
bottomland soil close to 
streams 
L e a v e s : Pinnately 
compound, 12 to 20 in. 
long, with 9 to 17 ob· 
long, toothed, pointed 
leaflets, 3 to 7 in. long, 
and 1za1 J'Ower than most 
of tll e other hickories. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
B u d s sharp-pointed, 
somewhat shriveled in 
appearance and brown· 
lSlz-yellow in color. 
Fruit: A light choco· 
late-brown nut, usually in clusters of 3 to 11, 1 to 2 in. long, 
oblong, smooth-shelled, 1oith black markings and enclosed in 
thin husk . 
Bark: Thin, tight and hard. On small branches smooth. On 
old branches and trunk it roughens 1nto hard scales or plates. 
Wood: Heavy, hard, strong and tough but not durable. 
Used some in the manufacture or handles and implements. 
Remarks: Horticultural varieties have been cultivated 
widely in the south for the production of nuts. The tree is not 
considered hardy in the northern part of Iowa. Native Iowa 
varieties are now being propagated. 
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Bitternut Hickory 
Hworia cordiformts (Wang.) Britt., H. minima (Marsh.) 
Britt, Carya cordiformis K. Koch, C. amara Nutt. 
The Tree : A tall slender-crowned tree. It gets to be a 
large timber tree 
Distribution : Widely 
distributed over eastern 
United States and west 
to eastern Nebraska, 
Oklahoma and Texas. 
Generally distributed in 
Iowa, except sparingly 
i n t h e north western 
part, on a wide variety 
of soils. 
Leaves : Pinnately 
compound, 6 to 10 in. 
· long, with 5 to 11 leaf~ 
lets, which are 1n0re 
slender than those of 
other hickories, except 
pecan. 
Buds a nd T w i g s : 
Bud5 are smaller than 
other hickories, long, 
slender, pointed, shriv-
eled tn appearance and 
ltght yellow in color. 
F r u i t : A medium· 
sized nut with thin, light-green husk often yellow-coated, and 
with thin, brittle, creamy-colored shell and a 1·eadish-coated 
kernel very bitter in taste. 
Ba r k : On young branches, finely and only slightly ridged, 
gray in color, often tinged with yellow. On larger branches 
and trunk, coarser-ridged with very fine plate-ltke scales, but 
smooth as compared to shagbark hickory. 
W ood : Heavy, hard, strong, tough, close-grained, not dur~ 
able. Inferior to wood of other hickories, except pecan, but 
very desirable for fuel, handles, wheel spokes, etc. 
Remarks: Not suited for planting in Iowa, because ot its 
slow growth and the fact that hickories with edible fruits are 
also the better wood vroducers. 
16 
Shagbark Hickory 
H icoria ovata (MilL) Britt . Carya alba Nutt., C. ovata 
K Koch. 
The Tree: One or the important timber trees of the coun-
try. Gets to be a large tree with narrow open crown but is 
slow in rate of growth. 
Distribution: Found 
over eastern U n i t e d 
States west of the Alle-
gheny mountains to cen-
tral Dakotas, Nebraska 
and Texas. Generally 
distributed over Iowa 
but not common in the 
north western p a r t. 
:\lakes best growth on 
lower slopes and ad-
JOinlng streams but 
found in association 
"1th white and burr 
oak on drier soils. 
Leaves: Pinnately 
compound, 8 to 16 in. 
long, with 5 to 7 broad-
ly oval leaflets with 
finely toothed margins. 
Buds and T w i g s : . 
Terminal buds large, 
1 2 to 31/1 1n. long, scaly 
and bluntly pointed. 
Fruit: A 4-angled 
nut, * to 1 in. in diam-
eter , creamy-brown in color and covered w1th a thzck splitting 
husk. The meat ts sweet and eclible 
Ba rk : Very shaggy in appearance, peeling up into long, nar-
r ow, hard, tough, loose scales. 
W ood: Hard, heavy, tough, strong, not durable. One of our 
Taluable woods and used extensively fo r fuel, handles, imple-
men ts and cooperage. 
Rem a rks : Some of the better varieties o! the Shagbar k are 
now being cultivated for the production of nut crops 
17 
Shellbark Hickory (Kingnut) (Missouri Hickory) 
H teor.a lfict n zosa ( ~fichx. f ) Sarg, Carya lacirnosa Schn. 
T he Tree: A large, str aight-stemmed, narrow-crowned tree 
with a long clear length in the timber I s probably the largest 
nat1ve hickory except the pecan 
Distri but• on: East-
ei n-c( nti ,11 U n 1 ted 
States, south to Tennes-
see, westward to Ne-
braska, Ka nsas and Ok-
lahoma. In Iowa, limit-
ed to tlte southeastern 
part, usually on deev 
n ch soils along river 
bottontlands even where 
there is cons iderable 
overflow 
Leaves: P innately 
compound 15 to ?2 in 
long, "ith 5 to 9 large, 
broad lcafl cts The leaf 
stems often hang on 
th e t ree ovc., U'inter. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds are very large, up 
to 1 in. long and % in. 
thick. 
Fru it: A very large 
nut, resembling shag-
bark, except larger . Husk is thick and woody The nut with 
husk often 2 to S tn. long. Shell 1s very thtck and bony 
Bark: On t runk light gray to dark gray s imilar to shag-
bark, 'Vel y 'ough, b1 eaktng into horny plates ott en seve1 al 
teet long. 
Wood: Very similar to bitternut and shagbark hickones 
and used for the same purposes. 
Rem arks: This tree is not r ecommended for timber plant-
ing in I owa because of its limited range. Its poss ibilities as a 
nut producing tree are good wher e adapted. 
18 
Mockernut Hickory 
Hicona alba (L . ) Britt., Cary a tomentosa Nutt. 
T he Tree : In the timber has a narrow crown and long 
clear trunk. In the open, a medium-sized tree with narrow 
rounded crown and upright or pendulous branches 
Distribut ion: East-
ern United States, ex-
cept Lake States, west 
to eastern Kansas and 
Texas. In Iowa, mostly 
in the southeastern part 
along the Mississippi 
River as far north as 
Scott County. Usually 
on drier uplands and 
ridges. 
L eaves : Compound, 
5 to 7 oval leaflets, us-
ually broader toward 
tips and more wedge-
shaped toward base 
than other hickories, 
yellow-green to dark 
and rather glossy above, 
pale to orange-brown 
below 'With a soft vel-
vety surface. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
End buds large, ~ to 
3~ in., and reddish to 
dark brown. Twigs stout, light to dark gray with prominent 
spots. 
Fru it : An oblong, rather pointed or rounded, reddish nut 
enclosed in a medium-thick husk which splits about ¥2 way 
from the tip. The meat is usually sweet. 
Bar k: On older stems and trunks becomes light to dark 
gray, breaking into broad, shallow, somewhat plate-like ridges 
but not shaggy. 
W ood : Very heavy, hard, tough, strong, close-grained, not 
durable. Stands bending per haps better than any of the hick-
ories. Used largely for implements, handles, veh icles, hoops, 
eveners, etc. 
19 
Pignut Hickory 
Hicoria glabra (l\1ill.) Sweet, Carya porcina Nutt. 
The Tree: A medium-sized, narrow-crowned tree, occasion-
ally reaching a height of 80 to 100 ft. 
• 
Distributi on· Eastern 
United States except 
Lake States, west to 
eastern Nebraska and 
Texas. Rare in Iowa 
Most common in the 
southeastern part us-
ually on uplands. 
Leaves: Pinnately 
compound, 8 to 12 in. 
long with 5 to 7 or 9 
leaflets which are 3 ~ 
to 5 in. long, shiny and 
with finely toothed mar-
gins. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Terminal bud large and 
oval in shape, but small-
er than shagbark hick-
ory. 
Fruit: A creamy-
brown nut with smooth 
shell and 'Without prom-
tnent ridges. The husk 
is thin, clinging tightly to the nut for a time after ripening. 
Nuts mostly bitter but frequently edible 
Bark: Chay, tight and closely r idged, sometimes becoming 
flaky but not shaggy. 
Wood: Hard, t ough, heavy, strong, n ot durable Valuable 
for fuel and used especially for tool handles and implements 
requiring great strength. 
Remarks: Not propagated for nut cr ops but should receive 
more attention as a timber tree. 
20 
Aspen (Quaking or Trembling Aspen, Popple) 
Populus tremulozdes ~Hchx. 
The Tree: A small tree, not often over 60 to 70 ft. tn 
height or 18 to 20 in in diameter, with nearly always a narrow 
crown and a long straight stem clear of lower branches. 
Distribution: One of 
the most widely distrib-
uted of our North 
American trees. Found 
over most of the north-
ern United States. Can-
ada and Alaska and in 
Rocloes south to ~Iexi­
co In Iowa. common in 
the eastern part. rare in 
the western part. Espe-
cia lly dense in cleared 
areas or after fires. 
Grows over a wide 
range or soils 
Leaves: S i m pI e. 
short-pointed, nearly 
round, finely toothed. 
and in size from 11 '2 
to 3 in. Dull gray-green 
below and shiny green 
above. Flat leaf stem. 
Bud& and T w i g s : 
The buds are quite lJrorn inent and so·me-what resuwus . 
FrUit: A catkin of small capsules containing brown, fine, 
tufted seeds. Staminate and pis tillate catkins on separate 
trees 
Bark: On small trunks and branches, smooth and gray-
green to a very light gray or almost white, often marked with 
dark circular markings. On old trunks, dark gray and deeply 
iurrowed 
Wood: Light, not strong and not durable Where it grows 
in quantities, used for pulpwood for book and magazine paper 
stock, and for lumber for light boxes, pails and containers. 
Remarks: Not a tr ee for timber or ornamental planting 
21 
Large-Toothed Aspen (Poplar or Popple) 
Populus grandidentata 11ichx. 
The Tree: Gets to be a larger tree than quaking aspen, al-
tho seldom of large timber size It is tall, straight-stemmed, 
and "'ith a long clear length Like the aspen, it is a rapid 
grower but short-lived. 
Distribution : South-
eastern Canada and 
northeastern U n i t e d 
States, west to Minne-
sota and south to the 
Ohio River Valle} In 
IO\\ a, found n1os tly In 
the central and north-
eastern sections and 
likes best the moist 
sandy or gravelly soils 
Lea ves : Similar to 
aspen but larger and 
especially distinguished 
by the la rge coarse 
teeth 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds somewhat smaller 
than aspen and downy 
rathe1· than resinous. 
Fruit : A catkin like 
the aspen but capsules 
are smaller (% in.) 
and darker brown in 
color. 
Ba r k : Bark on smaller trees Is much like aspen but not as 
light gray In larger trees it is more yellouAsh or brotVn and 
breaks into dark-gray to brownish-black shallow ridges near 
the base 
Wood: Soft, not strong and not durable. It is used for 
purposes similar to the aspen. 
Remarks: In I owa, makes a better commercial tree than the 
aspen because of its larger size but is not important as a tim-
ber tree or for shade-tree planting. 
22 
Balsam Poplar (Balm of Gilead) 
Populus balsa m,,1 era c·ntdicans (Aiton) Gray. 
The Tree : In Iowa only a medium-sized, short-lived tree. 
with a fairly broad open crown. Found in the timber with a 
straight clear trunk. 
Distribut ion: North-
ern United States, most 
of Canada and Alaska 
This is probably an es-
caped variety of a cul-
tivated tree. In Iowa, 
mostly in the northeast-
ern part, on moister 
soils of slopes or bot-
tomlands. 
Leaves: Large,hear~ 
shaped, but often more 
pointed than other Iowa 
poplars, finely toothed, 
sttcky and velvety when 
young, dark green and 
smooth above J. when 
older, paler and rusty 
below. Leaves with dis-
tinct balsam odor. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds are large, pointed, 
reddish- brown a n d 
sticky. Twigs ar e red-
dish to olive-green or 
gray, rough, with prominent leaf-scars and lenticels Buds 
and t 'wigs wLth pronounced balsarn odor. 
Frui t : 
Ba rk: 
smooth 
W ood : 
A catkin similar to other poplars. 
On younger stems light yellowish-brown, and fa ir lY 
On older stems dark gray and firmly ridged 
Light, soft, not strong a nd not durable. 
Rema rks: This tree is sometimes planted for ornamental 
purposes. It is not an important tree in Iowa. 
23 
Cottonwood (Carolina Poplar) 
Populus aeltoides Marsh. 
The Tree : The largest of the poplar family. Grows to be 
a magnificent tree with wide-spreading crown in the open and 
a large straight trunk in the timber. It is short-lived. 
Distri bution : South-
ern Canada and easter n 
United States, west to 
the Rocky Mountains. 
Found all over Iowa. 
Likes low, moist, rich 
soils along streams but 
grows on almost any 
so il. 
Leaves : Similar to 
aspen but larger, more 
trtangular ancl b1·oad er 
More coarsely toothed 
than aspen but not as 
coarse as large-toothed 
aspen. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds ¥2 in. long, 
brown, pointed, shiny 
and resinous. 
Fruit: A loose catkin 
with capsules contain-
ing light brown cottony 
seeds. 
Ba rk : Light grayish-green on young stems, breaking up 
into heavy ridges and becoming ashy-gray to dark gray on 
older trees. 
Wood: Light, not strong and not durable; warps rather 
badly but used for a wide variety of purposes. Much of it has 
been sawed locally in Iowa for construction lumber. Used ex-
tensively now for box and crating material. 
Remarks: This tree is rapid in growth and has been 
widely planted for shade but is a menace because of breakage. 
I t has a value, however , for quick windbreaks and rapid tim-
ber pr oduction. 
24 
White Poplar (Silver Leafed Poplar) 
Populus alba L . 
The Tree: Altho this t ree is not native to the United States, 
it has been planted widely and in many places has become 
naturalized and for th is reason is described here. Grows very 
rapidly and has a large wide-spreading top 
• 0 
Distribution: C en-
tral and southern Eu-
r ope As a plan ted or 
naturalized tree, thru-
out eastern U n i ted 
States In Iowa, indi-
vidual specimens com-
mon and found in na-
tive timber as an es-
caped species. 
Leaves: Somewhat 
maple-like b u t o n 1 y 
slightly lobed Upper 
surface a very deep 
shiny green; under sur-
f a c e , especially on 
young leaves, beautiful 
silvery white due to 
presence of a heavy mat 
of fine hairs. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds oval, rather blunt-
ly pointed. Twigs green-
ish-white. 
Fruit: A string of 
small oval capsules about 3 ~16 in long, occurring on rather 
stout stems, quite similar to other poplars 
Bark: The b1·anches and upper part of trunk have a char-
actenstic greenish-gray colo1·. On large trunks the bark be-
comes deeply furrowed and almost black in color. 
W ood: The wood is light, weak, soft and non-durable. It 
can be successfully used for paper pulp, boxes, boards, excel-
sior and other products r equiring a white wood. 
Remarks: A conspicuous tree due to the silvery under sur-
face of leaves and the bright greenish-gray bark. Sometimes 
considered undesirable on lawns because the r oots send up 
many sprouts, often a considerable distance from the tree. 
25 
Black Willow 
Salix nigra Marsh 
The Tree: One of the largest native willows Forms an ir-
r egular, open bead, fr equently with a cluster of main trunks. 
D istri bution : South-
eastern Canada, eastern 
United Sta tes, west to 
western Nebraska and 
Kansas, south to south-
ern Arizona and Mexico. 
Found all over Iowa, 
usually b o r d e ring 
streams and swamps 
but surviving on fairly 
dry soils. 
Leaves: Very nar-
' ou., tape1-potnted, wtth 
long. sharp, curved ttps 
and fLnr>l1f toothed nzar-
gins Above shiny, light 
g1 een Below pale, dull 
and often velvety along 
the midribs Prominent 
leaf-ltke sttpules at base 
of leaf stem _ 
Buds and T w i g s : 
B u d s reddish-brown. 
T w 1 g s r edd ish or 
orange-brown, slender 
and brittle. 
F rui t : A catkin of 
small, light reddish-brown capsules, th in long, with tufted 
seeds 
Bar k : On young branches, yellowish to reddish-brO\\in On 
larger stems and trunks, almost black, broadly-ridged, shaggy 
or scaly . 
W ood: Soft, light, brittle, checks badly, low in fuel value, 
not durable. 
Remarks: A valuable tree for quick windbreaks, especially 
on soil too wet for evergreens; valuable in checking erosion 
because of its dense mass of fibrous roots. 
26 
Peachleaf Willow (Almondleaf Willow) 
Salix amygdaloides Anders. 
The Tree: A small tree with narrow, rounded, rather open 
crown. 
Distribution: South· 
ern Canada, central 
Unf ted States from the 
Appalachians to north· 
ern Texas and eastern 
Oregon. Found thruout 
Iowa, bordering lakes 
and streams. 
Leaves: Shorter than 
black willow, and much 
broader, lance-shaped, 
sharply pointed, bright 
shiny green above, gray-
green below. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds dark brown. Twigs 
smooth, shiny, orange 
to reddish-brown. 
Fruit: A Catkin, of 
light reddish-yellow cap-
sules, "'- in. long, with 
brown tufted seeds. 
Bark: Grayish-brown, 
and ridged but not as 
rough or scaly as black 
willow. 
Wood: Light, soft, weak, brittle, fine-grained, not durable. 
Remarks: Not considered desirable for planting in Iowa, 
except for variety in ornamental planting. 
27 
Shining Willow 
Saltx lucida Muehl. 
The Tree: A smaller tree than peachleaf willow, often little 
more than a shrub. 
Dastribution: 1\!ost of 
Canada, northeastern 
quarter of United 
States. Rare but occa-
sionally found along 
banks of streams, lakes 
and swamps, mostly in 
northeastern Iowa but 
extends as far west as 
Kossuth County, 
Leaves: As long as 
black w1llow but even 
wider than peachleat 
willow; sharp-pointed 
tip and rounded base. 
Da1·k green and 'Ve11/ 
shtny above, paler below, 
with broad yellow mic£.. 
ribs Snt alD., leaf-like 
stipules. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds orange-brown and 
shiny, 1,4 in. long. 
Twigs orange to red· 
dish-brown and shiny. 
Bark: Smooth, and 
brown on young trunks, becoming dark brown and coarsely 
ridged on old trees. 
Fruit: In catkins, with light brown capsules, seeds with 
tufted hairs, 1/S in. long. 
Wood: Of little or no importance commercially. Light, 
soft, weak and not durable. 
Remarks: Sometimes used for ornamental planting because 
of its attractive shiny foliage. 
2 
Sand Bar Willow 
Salix longiJolw i\1uehl., S fluviatzlis Sarg 
The Tree: A small tree, often shrub-like and forming den"e 
thickets 
Distribution: Found 
over southern Canada 
and nearly all of the 
United States. In Iowa, 
commonly bordering 
streams and lakes and 
coming in densely on 
newly formed sand bars. 
Common over the state. 
Leaves: Very nar-
rou an l pointed at both 
cncls. n1ore slender than 
black willow. Smooth, 
yellon-grcen above, pale 
beneath, not gloss1 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Tw1gs slender, gray to 
dark o r a n g e a n d 
smooth Buds brown, 
1;8 in long, sharp-
pointed. 
Fruit: In catkins, 
with light brown cap-
sules, 74 in. long. 
Bark: On young stems, smooth, hght gray-brown. On trunl\:S 
dark g1 ay to brown and smooth or Yef)- shallow-fissur ed. 
Wood: Brittle, soft, light, not d u1 able Used som e for fuel, 
charcoal, protecting the banks of streams from erosion. 
Remarks: This is the pioneer on newly formed soils a long 
streams It has a dense fibrous root system, va luable for h old-
ing n ewly forn1ed land 
29 
Missouri Willow 
Salix mtssou1 ~ens1s Bebb. 
• 
The Tree : A small to medium-sized tree with oval open 
crown 
D1str1but1o n : Along 
the 1Itssoun Rtver from 
St Louis to northwest-
ern !O\\a, where it is 
common. F o u n d o n 
motst bottomland s itua-
tions. 
Leaves : B road l y 
lancc-sha]Jcd, 1 a r g e r 
than the other willows, 
broader near tip, round-
ed ancl tapered toward 
base. Thin, dark green 
and smooth abouc, gray-
g1·Pen b(nc.atlz Small 
leaf-ltkc st ipu les 
Buds and T w 1 g s : 
B u d s reddish-brown, 
wooly, l 2 to 3i4 in. long 
T\\ igs reddish-brown, 
not sb iny. 
Fruit: In catkins, 
with light brown, nar-
row and long-pointed 
capsules 
Bark : Thin, smooth, grayish, tinged with r ed 
smoother than black willow 
Much 
W ood: Light, weak and of little con1mercial importance. 
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• 
Pussy Willow (Glaucus Willow) 
S lll.z; dISCOlOr 1\Iuehl. 
The Tree: A small tree or large shrub, with an open irregu-
lar ox rounded crown. 
Distri but1on: South-
eastern Canada and 
northeastern U n i t e d 
States In Iowa, found 
along streams an d 
lakes, especially in the 
eas tern part and to 
some extent westward. 
Leaves: R ather 
broad, and more blunt-
pointed at tip than the 
other willows, gradual-
ly narrowing towards 
base. Thzck, heavy. 
dark green above, s~l­
very white underneath. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds % in long, r ed-
dish-brown to p u r ple 
and shiny. Twzgs hairy 
wh en young, later be-
conHng s1nooth , 1·eddish-
pu1·p le or greenish. 
Fruit: In catkins, 
with na rrow, con ical, 
l ong-potntecl, hairy cap-
sules. 
Bark: On y0ung stems, z;urplzsh 01· reddzsh On t ru nks, 
ligh t gray-bro"\\n to r eddish, smooth or shallow-fissured and 
somewhat scaly. 
Wood: Ligh t, fine-grained, soft, not dura ble, of no com-
mercial importance. 
Remarks: The large, velvety, opening flower buds in the 
spring make this species highly prized for decorative pur-
poses. I t is often plan ted as an ornamental. This is the com-
mon "pussy willow' ' with the la rge velvety buds which are so 
prominent in early spring. 
31 
Beaked Willow 
Saltx bebbiana Sarg., s. ro1trata Rich. 
The Tree : A small t r ee or mostly a shrub form, with broad 
round head, seldom over 20 ft. high. 
D istri bution : Most ot 
C a n a d a and Alaska, 
northern United States, 
west to Idaho and thru 
the Rockies south to 
Arizona In Iowa, most-
ly in the northern part 
and either in peat bogs 
or along swamps. Rare 
in central Iowa. 
Leaves : Much broad-
er and stubbier than the 
other willows and often 
not toothed toward the 
base Rather thick, 
hatry, dull green above 
and bluish or stlvery 
whtte beneath. 
Buds a nd T w i g s : 
Twigs pur p 1 ish to 
orange-brown or red-
brown, roughened by 
prominent leaf-scars. 
F r u it : A catkin with 
very long-beaked and 
hatry capsules. 
Ba rk : Thin, greenish, often with red tinge, and with shal-
low fissures and scaly surface. 
Remarks: A small unimportant tree commercially . 
• 
. 32 
Blue Beech (Hornbeam) 
Ca,·p,n 1s caroltn,ana " .. alt. 
T h e Tree: A small tree or shrub with a slender open 
cro'\\ n The branc'les are usually crooked and droop. The 
trunk is more or les'3 ""ngular and usually crooked. 
Distrtbut ion: Found 
rather widely distrib· 
uted over the eastern 
half of the United 
States In Iowa, found 
on mo1st slopes along 
strean1s or the deep, 
ncb, moist woodland 
so1ls Common in east 
ern and central Iowa. 
Leaves: Similar to 
elm 1n shape but more 
slc ndu, smaller and 
tlnnner, w1th dep1 f.ssul 
t c zns on upper su1 tac(.. 
Above dull blue-g1 een, 
below pale green with 
ha1ry tufts at base of 
'eins. 
Fruit: Staminate and 
pistillate flowers in sep· 
arate catkins on the 
same tree. The seed is 
sunounded bv a small 
l c. a f- l i k e triangular 
wing. 
Ba rk : Bark is smooth, bltnslz r1ray zn color ancl blotched 
01 mottled Ulfh lzgllter nzarJdnq.., 
W ood: Heavy, tough, strong. Heart\\·ood light bro"·n. with 
"ide, light-colored sap'\\ ood T.he "ood is used for fuel, ban· 
dies ancl small articles. 
Rem a rks : The 
of its small size 
value 
tree is not important commercially because 
Its color of stem gives ft some ornamentaJ 
33 
Ironwood (Hop Hornbeam) 
Ostrya mrgintana ( l\iill.) Koch 
T he Tree: A small slender-trunked tree, sometimes getting 
to be 30 ft high and 10 to 15 in. in diameter. The foliage 1s 
not dense. 
Distribution: Widely 
distributed over eastern 
United States as far 
west as the Dakotas 
(Black Hills), eastern 
Kansas and T e x a s . 
Found all over Io" a, 
mostly on dry slopes 
and ridges. Frequently 
found growing in the 
shade of other hard· 
wood trees. 
Leaves: S i m p 1 e , 
broader than those of 
blue beech, and similar 
to elm, except more fine-
ly toothed. ttssue-pape'-
like 1n textut e and pale 
green in color. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
B u d s small, brown, 
pointed Twzgs ntuGh 
more slender than elm 
and shiny brown. 
FrUit: The flowers 
occur in catkins, and the fruit is a cluster of leafy, pod-ltke 
stt uctun's which enclose flat, ribbed, pointed nutltts, 1;4 to ~~3 
1n. long. 
Bark: On trunks of both old and young trees, finely nd qed, 
and co\ ered with fine, thin scales. Rzdgcs neve1 heavy as Ln 
elm. 
W ood: Very tough, hard, strong, difficult to cut and dur-
able Use is limited to fence posts, handles, mallets and 
smaller articles. 
Remarks: Young trees resemble elm closely and care should 
be used 111 identifying these. This species comes in densely 
on cleared or burned areas and becomes a weed-tree. 
31 
Yell ow Birch 
Be~...,! lu.tea ~Iichx. 
The Tree: Gets to be a large-sized timber tree but in Iowa 
is usually a smaller tree. In the open, de,relops a broad, deep, 
spreading crown. 
Fruit: 
seeds. 
D 1stri but! on: South· 
eastern Canada, New 
England a n d L a k e 
States west to Iowa. In 
Iowa, found only occa-
sionally in the north-
eastern part as far west 
as Hardin County, on 
n1oist uplands. 
Leaves: Simple, oval 
in sh~pe, with a round-
ed base and finely dou-
ble-toothed m a r g i n. 
Dark d?.lll-green on the 
1.tpper surface and light-
er on under surface 
with fine hairs along 
ven1s 
Buds and T w 1 g s : 
Buds are br1ght chest-
nut-bronn Tw1gs are 
slender, shiny brown. 
arom ..atic and marked 
with long grayish spots 
or lenticels. 
Cone-like, erect, containing small, fiat, brown winged 
Bark: On smaller branches, smooth. silver-gray or brown-
ish g1 a} On younger trunks, ragged and frayed into thin, 
papery, curled scales, szh·e1·y gray to yell on tSh in color. On 
old trunks it d1Yides into shallow, broad, reddish-brown plates 
W ood: Hard, heavy, strong and close-grained. A valuable 
commercial tree, being used for flooring, wooden ware, furni-
ture. sash and doors and finish. It n1akes a high quality fuel-
wood. 
Remarks: This is the largest of the birches and one of 
the largest timber trees in tnuch of the northern ~rdwood 
forest outside of Iowa_ 
35 
Rrver Birch (Red Birch, Black Birch) 
Br_t,tla nigra L. 
T he Tree: Gets to be a fair-sized tree but not as large as 
the yellow birch. 
D istribution: Eastel'n 
"Lnned States west to 
l\1innesota, Kansas, and 
Texas. In Iowa in the 
eastern. central an d 
southern parts on rich 
bottomlands or especial-
ly along streams, lakes 
and swamps. 
Leaves: Sin1ilar to 
yellow birch, e x c e p t 
smaller and c1 istinctly 
1.oedge-s1!apea a t t 11 e 
base. Dark green and 
shiny above, margin 
doubly-toothed. 
Buds and T w 1 g s : 
Similar to yello'' b1rch 
but twigs rlm·kcr red-
(liSh-b1·own, with char-
acteristic a r o m at i c 
birch odor and taste. 
Fruit: Type of fruit 
similar to yellow birch. 
Bark: On young trunks and branches, orange to reddish or 
cinnamon-brown and peeling up in tll in, ragged or frayed 1JO-
pery layers. On old trunks, thick, furrowed and dark or red-
dish-brown in color. 
W ood: Fairly hard, strong and close-grained. Used for 
fuel, furniture and s1naller articles. 
Remarks: Because of its pleasing color of bark this tree is 
used in large ornamental plantings, especially in low places. 
36 
Paper Birch (Canoe, White Birch) 
Betula papyri/era ~1arsh. 
The Tree: Does not get to be as large or as old as either 
the ) ellow or nYer birch in Iowa In the woods it loses its 
lower branches rapidly and carnes a clear straight trunk and 
thin rounded crown 
oran[JC-bJ ou, n to clull rea in color 
aromatic birch odor and taste. 
Distribution: 11ost of 
C a n a d a , Alaska and 
northern United States 
westward to \\1ashing-
ton In Iowa, mostly in 
the northeastern part, 
extending as far south 
as Clinton County and 
as far west as Hardin 
County Rare in cen-
tral section Usually oc-
• 
curs on rich wooded 
slopes and borders of 
streams and swamps 
among other trees. 
L eaves: Irregularly 
double-toothed. slightly 
larger than river birch 
and rounded at the 
base, becoming rather 
thick in texture and 
du,ll m,edz1un-da1 k green 
above. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs are s 1 end e r, 
and with the characteristic 
Bark and Trunk: Bark is papery like the other birches but 
with hcav~er layers, peeling off 1n larger sheets and chalky-
nhite in color. At base of old trunks it becomes blackish and 
furrowed. 
Wood: Hard, strong, close-grained and tough. Used for 
spools. shoe lasts, pegs, furniture, toothpicks and other small 
articles. 
Remarks: The bark of this tree is that which has become 
famous in the birch-bark canoes, utensils and articles made 
and used by the northern Indians. 
37 
Red Oak 
Quercus borealts l\1ichx. f. Q rubnL L. 
T h e Tree: One of the largest and most important timber 
trees in Iowa, with a medium-spreading, rounded head when 
grown in the open. One of the faster growing oaks 
Otstr ibutio n : South-
eastern Canada. north· 
eastern two-thirds of 
the Un1ted States and 
"est to central Minne-
sota, eastern Nebraska 
and Kansas Found over 
most of Iowa on a wide 
range of soils, except 
on drier clay uplands 
and wet bottomlands 
Leav es: S 1m p 1 e, 
lobed, tlttn , firm, dull 
qrcen abo-ue, yellrnt-
green belo1~. varying 
considerably but typi-
cally w1th lobes broader 
than others of red oak 
group All of this group 
have lobes potnted or 
bristle-ttpped. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds lighter-colored and 
larger than black oak 
( %, in ) Twigs and 
young branches small, slender, greenish-bro'\ n to dark brown. 
Fruit : .A. large, broad, rounded acorn with a very shallow, 
disc-ltke or saucer-shaped cup o1· cazJ. 
Bark: On younger branches, smooth and g1 ay to greenish. 
On the trunk it breaks into long, narrow, shallow ridges, flat 
and smooth on top. Under-bark light r ed 
Wood: Heavy, hard, strong and coarse-grained 
generally in construction, for cooperage, finish lumber, 
ing, furniture, railroad ties and many other purposes 
Used 
floor-
Remarks: The tree is adapted to a much wider planting 
than has been practiced in the state, both for shade and tim-
ber. Another species very similar to the common red oak has 
been found in Fayette County, Iowa, but is not impor tant Thi~ 
IS Quercus shumanlu Buck (formerly Q texana Sarg). 
38 
Pin Oak (Swamp Spanish Oak) 
Quercus pa st tS ::\Iuench. 
The Tree: Gets to be a large beautiful tree with strong 
central stem and horizontal lateral branches, forming a pyra-
midal oblong crown. 
Distribution: E a s t-
centrai United States 
''est ward to e as t ern 
Iowa and Oklahoma. In 
Io'\\ a. found in rich 
moist s o i I s a I o n g 
streams in the south-
eastern part, where it is 
common along the main 
strea1us. 
Leaves: Simple. lobed 
and bristle- t i p p e d . 
Sn aller ancl m,ore deep-
ly cut than red oak and 
\\ ith fewer lobes than 
black oak Dark green 
and very shiny above, 
paler or grayish below, 
w1tb large tujts of pale 
JzazTs in axils of the 
veins 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Young branches send 
out short, stiff, spur-
like, lateral twigs. 
Fruit: Sn1aller than scarlet oak and much smaller than red 
oak, alrnost sphe1 ical and with a rather shallow cup. 
Bark: On branches and young trunks, smooth, rather shiny, 
greenish or reddish-brown On older trunks, gray-bro\\ n, not 
deeply ridged and somewhat scaly. 
Wood: Heavy, hard, strong, coar~c-grained Not commer-
cially important in Iowa because of its limited distribution but 
used for purposes similar to r ed oak. 
Remarks: Because of its desirable shape, general adapta-
bility, rapid growth for an oak and strong type of branching, 
this tree is well adapted to ornamental, shade and street plant-
. 1ng. 
39 
Black Oak (Hill's Oak, Northern Pin Oak, J ack Oak) 
Quercus ellipsotdal1s E. J. Hill. 
T he Tree: Very similar to red oak but does not get as large 
and is heavier-branched. 
oak, smooth and nan ow-elltpttcal, 
covering 1, .s to 1 2 of the acorn. 
]rzngecl. 
D1st ribut1on: Restrict-
ed. Southern 1\lichigan, 
Wisconsin and Minneso-
ta, northern Illinois, 
central and especially 
northeastern I o w a . 
Found on moist sandy 
soils and sandy or 
clayey uplands. 
L eaves : Lobed and 
bristle-tipped. L o b e s 
typically narrou·er than 
red oak, much more 
deeply e1a and 'more 
lea t h e r y in texture. 
Dark shiny-green above. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds smaller than red 
oak and darker brown. 
Twigs bngll t reddtsh-
b1·own to dark gray-
brown. 
Fru it : An acorn, 
much smaller than red 
with tu1 ban-shaped C1tP 
Edge of cup not deeply 
Bar k : On branches, not greenish as in red oak but more 
gray to brown. On the trunk, the bark is shallow and fur-
rowed similar to pin oak; under bark a pale yellow 
W ood: Hard and strong but not adapted to the variety of 
uses that red oak is because of lower quality Used mostly for 
rough construction, fuel, posts and railroad ties. 
Rem arks : The distinction between this oak, yellow oak and 
red oak is very close. The acorn is the best means of identifi-
cation. 
40 
Yellow Oak (Black Oak, Quercitron Oak) 
Quercus velutzna La M 
The Tree: Very much like red and black oak, gets to be 
larger than black oak but not as densely bt anched 
D tst rtbut ion: 0 v e r 
most of eastern United 
States, west to central 
~Iinnesota, eastern K,,n-
sas and Texas Found 
over most of Iowa e:x-
cept northwestern part, 
usually on dner up-
lands and ridges, espe-
ciall) on graYelly or 
sand~ so1L 
Leaves: S1mple, lobed 
and bi 1stle-t1pped. Very 
similar to black oak and 
red oak but t:> pically 
not as deeply cut and 
dark glossy-green above. 
with conspzcuous tufts 
OJ bro1cn llairs in the 
rorl{s of the veins be-
low. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds dlSttnctly angula1 
T'' igs stout, and dull 
1·cddislz-brown to da1 J.. 
brown in color 
Fruit: Very similar to black oak but usually more rounded 
than elliptical Cup turban-shaped but £dge rather deeply 
tnnged Acorn often hairy or velvet} 
Bark: On young branches, smooth and dark brown On 
older branches and trunk, aln1ost black and breaking 1nto 
broad, deep, rounded ridges which tend to become plate-like. 
under ba1·k zs deep orange-1tellow color 
Wood: Hard, heavy, strong and coarse-grained Not as 
valuable as red oak but frequently used for the same purposes 
Remarks: The bark of this tree is high in tannic acid and 
is used to furnish extracts for tanning, yellow dye and medi-
cine. 
Note: 
hsted as 
present. 
Scarlet oak, Quercus coccin ia Muen., is sometimes 
native to I owa but this species is not considered 
41 
Black Jack Oak (Jack Oak ) 
Quercus m arilandtca l\luench 
T he T ree: Only a small or medium-sized tree, usually with 
a compact, heavily-branched, shrubby-appearing head. 
D ist r1 but1on: East-
ern United States, west 
to eastern Nebraska and 
Texas, north to south-
ern M1chigan. I n Iowa, 
found mostly in the 
southeastern part on 
dry, usually sandy, poor 
soils. 
Leaves: Simple, al-
most entire or very 
slightly lobed, with an 
angular outline. nar-
rowed toward the base. 
Thick, fi r m, dark yel-
lowish-gt een and glossy 
above, orange to brown 
and Jw try be lou. 
F r uit: A small acorn, 
% in. long, light br own 
to tan in color, rounded, 
and with a medium 
heavy cup covering 'f2 
of acorn. 
B ar k: Bark on 
branches gray to brown On trunks, dark brown to nearl} 
black and ln·oken into square scaly 1Jlates. divided by deep 
fissures 
W ood: Heavy, hard, strong, medium in durability. Used 
mostly for fuel and some for charcoal. 
Rema rks: In some places this species forms almost the 
only g1 O\\ th on sandy barren land. I n I owa, it is found only 
scattered. 
• 
• 
The Tree : 
broad-topped, 
spread. 
42 
Shingle Oak (Laurel Oak) 
Quc1 cus zmb1zcana l\Iichx. 
Smaller than most of the oaks. with a rather 
rounded crown, and in the open has a wide 
D1str•butron: l\1 o s t 
abundant thru the Ohio 
R1Yer Valley, north to 
southern :\lichigan and 
'Visconsin In Iowa it 
occurs mostly in the 
southeastern part on 
ncb uplands. 
Leaves: These differ 
from the other Iowa 
oaks ln not being lobed 
o; toothed and in haY· 
ing a wavy margin. 
-Thev are oval in shape, 
da1k shiny green above 
and tlz ick·Lelvety u nllcr· 
ncatll. 
F r u it : An a c o 1 n 
abou t 1;2 in long, nearlY 
as broad as long and 
covered about half "ay 
with a shallow, turban-
shaped cup 
Bark: 0 n young 
trunks and branches, light brO\\n and s01newhat glossy On 
older trunks, divided into broad flattened ndges with onh 
shallO\\ fissures, and dark brown in color 
Wood: Hard, heavy and coarse-gran1ed 
mercia! importance because of its small size 
for fuel'" ood. 
It has little com-
Its use is mostly 
Rem a rks : Sometimes used as an ornamental tree Its 
name probably originated in the early use of the wood for 
shingles. 
43 
White Oak 
Quercus alba L. 
T he Tree : One of Iowa's largest, longest-lived and most 
magnificent trees, growing to be 100 ft. high and 3 to 4 ft. tn 
diameter. In the woods, tall and stra1ght; in the open, a wide-
spreading tree. 
Distribut ion: Eastern 
United States, often 
forming pure s tands In 
Iowa, widely distribut-
ed, except in the north-
western part, on a wide 
variety of soils but us-
ually on upland clay 
soil Rare in the south-
western part of Iowa. 
Leaves: Simple and 
lobes rounded, u,Jrzcll lS 
a d z.s trngUishing cllarac-
t r r ot all ot the w JI ite 
oak g1 011 p Lobes 
and thin_ Color dark 
green above and pale to 
whitish below 
clceply cu,t, cspecrally 
tou·a1d the tLp. Firm 
Fr ui t : An acorn 
about 1 in. long, ellip-
ttcal, and l:l covered by 
a rather finely scaled 
rounded cup_ 
Ba r k: Ashy-gray to 
very hght gray even on 
branches, decidedly scaly On older trunks, somewhat ridged 
but remaining ashy-gray and scaly. 
W ood : Strong, heavy, hard, tough, close-grained and dura-
ble. Probably the most valuable of all the oaks Uses nu-
merous, being adapted to almost any use where wood enters. 
Its prominent grain makes it a good finish and furniture lum-
ber. 
Rem a rks: Its great value for all purposes makes it a tree 
which should be favored in spite of its rather slow growth. It 
is a good sprouter, and second growth comes up readily from 
stumps of cut trees. Not adapted to shade tree planting be-
cause so frequently it does not thrive under yard conditions. 
Post Oak 
0 uercus stellata \\"ang, Q min or (:Marsh ) Sarg 
The Tree: Medium to small in size, with a strong-branched, 
r ound, usually dense cro" n. Not a timber tree in Iowa. 
D1stribut1on: South-
eastern United States 
In Iowa, found only in 
the southeastern part. 
I t prefers dry uplands 
or lime-stone hills. 
Leav es: Simple, with 
rounded lobes. Similar 
to burr oak, eJ;cept 
smalle1 and with tewer 
lobes Leathery in tex-
ture, dar k shiny-green 
above and light gray 
and hairy beneath 
F rui t: An acorn simi-
lar to white oak but us-
ually smaller and some-
times marked with dark 
longitudinal str ipes. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Young twigs stout and 
at first hairy and dark 
orange-brown in color. 
lat(:lr a reddish-brown. 
Bark: On older branches and trunk da1·ker than white oak 
and 1·ougher, becoming deeper-ndged and not as scaly. 
W ood: Ver y heavy, hard, close-grained and durable. Used 
largely for fence posts, fuel wood, railroad ties and sometimes 
in furniture and vehicles 
Remarks : Not a commercially important tree and not 
adapted to shade or street tree planting 
45 
Bur Oak (Mossy-cup Oak) 
Quercus macroca1·pa Michx. 
T he T r ee : Gets to be of large size and old age A heavy-
branched, wide~spreading, sturdy tree in the open. 
01str1 butio n : Eastern 
Un1ted States, exce:pt 
the coast region, west to 
Wyoming, Oklahoma 
and Texas. In Iowa, as 
widely distributed as 
any native tree; often 
the only tree on hill-
sides in the northwest-
ern part of the state. 
~ ot :particular as to soil 
and moisture require-
ments. 
Leaves: Simple and 
lobed, sometimes almost 
entire Larger than 
post oak Lobes round-
ed and end lobe large, 
fzi-ll, and s car c e l y 
notched Dark shiny-
green above and lighter 
green to gray below. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs heavy, rough, 
corky-baTked. 
FrUit: Large acorn with large, burry Ot mossy-ltke cup cov-
ering half or more of the acorn. 
Bark: On small branches, brownish, roughened and corky 
On older branches and trunk it breaks into distinct ridges with 
deep furrows Not shaggy or scaly, dark gray to brown or 
nearly black tn color 
W ood: Heavy, hard, strong, close-grained and very dura-
ble. Used for same purposes as white oak. 
Remar ks: This tree withstands adverse conditions well 
and, because of its sturdiness and long life, may well be used 
for permanent shade and yard planting. It is too wide-spread-
ing for a street tree. This tr ee was selected as the most typi-
cal tree of Iowa for the Memorial Park at Golden Gate, Cali-
for nia. 
46 
Overcup Oak (Swamp Whit e Oak) 
Quu cus lyrata Walt. 
The Tree : In the south, gets to be a large tree In Iowa, a 
smaller tree, usually low-branching, with beautiful, round, sym-
metrical crown 
Distribution: South-
eastern United States, 
west to Texas and north 
to southern Iowa On 
river banks, swamps 
and low areas of wet 
soil Very rare in Iowa 
Reported in Iowa Coun-
ty. 
Leaves: Simple, and 
lobed. with wide, square 
or oblzque notches Leaf 
narro w and wedge -
shaped to u·ard b a s e , 
dark green above, sil-
very and velvety below 
Fruit: An acorn, 1h 
to 1 in. long, with round 
rough cup c o v e r i n {} 
more than half or 'US-
·ua lly n early all ot the 
acorn. 
Bark : Lzght gray. 
roughened, rather finely 
ridged and with a scaly 
or flaky surface. 
W ood: Heavy, hard, strong, tough, durable. Used for near-
ly the same purposes as white oak. 
Remarks : Found only in a few places in Iowa and not im-
portant. 
47 
Swamp White Oak 
Quercus uicolor Willd., Q. platinoides (La M ) Sud w 
The Tree: Gets to be a large timber tree in favorable loca-
tions A narro,ver-crowned tree than bur oak and of thinner 
branching nabit 
Destri buti on: North-
eastern Unlted States as 
far west as southern 
l\1ichigan, I o w a an d 
eastern Missouri In 
Io" a, limited to eastern 
and southeastern parts, 
on deep, rich, moist bot-
tomlands along streams 
and swamps 
Leaves: Lobes with 
round tips but not deep-
ly cut. resembling large 
coa1 se teeth more than 
lobes Dark shiny-green 
above and gray to white 
and dou ny below. 
Fru it: Acorns usual-
ly 1n pairs and very 
similar to white oak, 
except occurn.ng on 
long stalks. 
Bark: On small stems 
and branches, smooth, 
purplish-brown and later separating into large papery-scales. 
On larger branches and trunks it breaks into broad fiat-ridges, 
with deep fissures between. It is a g1 ay-u1 own to reddish-
bro1tn in color. 
W ood: H eavy, hard, strong, close-grained, durable Used 
in nearly all places where white oak is used and very similar 
in properties_ 
Remarks: For timber and other types of planting consid-
ered inferior to white, bur and red oaks. 
48 
Chestnut Oak 
QucJcus p1znus L., Q. micllauxh Nutt. 
The Tree: A moderate to large-sized tree in the eastern 
part of the coun try. In Io'\ a, a small tree 
Distribut ion: From 
the New England states 
south to Georgia, west 
to Iowa, l\:lissouri and 
Texas. In Iowa, found 
in limited numbers in 
the south, central and 
southwest parts It is 
an upland species, us-
ually Inhabiting drier 
ridges, and is often 
found in association 
"i th other oaks and 
hickories 
Leaves: Leaves -! to 
to 8 in long, oval, some-
what narrowed at the 
base, "ith usually more 
rounded tip than the I/3 C h i n q u a p i n o a k. 
Smooth, dark green on 
upper surface, lighter 
and somewhat hairy on 
under sur face :Margins 
with obscure, rounded 
teeth, or wavy. 
Buds and Twigs: Buds conical, sharp pointed, 1,4 to 7'2 in. 
long and brownish in color Twigs at first g r eenish later be-
coming reddish-brown and smooth. 
Fruit: An acorn s,4 to 1112 in long, O\al, chestnut brown. 
inclosed for approxin1ately 12 its length In a thin, somewhat 
r oughened, cup Acorns occurnng s ingly or in pairs on short. 
stout stems 
Bark: On old stems, thick, roughened into deep furrows 
with Jon~. narrow, continuous, brownish ridges. Da1k gray to 
brownish-black 
W ood: H eavy, hard, str ong, coarse-gr ained. Used for pur-
poses similar to many of the other oaks. The bark of this oak 
is particularly rich in tannin. 
Remarks: Altho this tree is found in Iowa , it is not con- · 
sidered superior to a number of other oaks which grow her e 
mor e abunda ntly naturally. 
49 
Chinquapin Oak (Pin Oak, Yell ow Oak, Chestnut 
Oak, Rock Oak) 
Quercus m.uelllenburgit Engelm, Q acumnwta (l\Iichx ) 
Houba 
The Tree : In favorable locations gets to be a large timber 
tree with a straight trunk and narrow gracefully-rounded head. 
Distribution: Eastern 
United States, west to 
s o u t h e r n Michigan, 
northern Iowa, south-
eastern Nebraska and 
south western Oklahoma 
P r e f e r s bottomlands 
along streams, or lime-
stone ridges bordering 
str earns. ~ot common 
in Iowa but found along 
the ~hssissippi River 
and in central an d 
southwestern Iowa. 
Leaves: Simp I e, 
coarsely and sharply 
toothed Thick and firm, 
light yellow-green above 
and pale to silvery-
white below. T e e t h 
n1ore bristle-tipped than 
chestnut oak 
Fruit: An acorn, 
broadly oval, chestnut-
brown 1n color and in-
closed for 12 its length in the cup. Smallrr than chestnut oak 
and on a shorter stalk 
Bark: On young stems and twigs, greenish tinged with red 
or purplish-red, turning orange-brown or gray-brown. On 
bran~es and trunk, thin and breaking into plate-like scales 
Similar to white oak. Gray to silvery gray in color. 
W ood: Very hard, strong, close-grained, and durable. It 
takes a high polish and is used for purposes similar to white 
oak. Not important as a timber tree in Iowa. 
Rem a rks: The dwarf Chinquapin oak, Quercus prinoides 
Willd., is native to parts of Iowa but is not described here be-
cause it is a relatively unimportant shrub Leaves and acorns 
similar to chinquapin oak. 
50 
American Elm (White Elm) 
Ulmus americana L. 
The T ree : One of our largest timber and shade trees 
Ty p1cally, with a spreading characteristically vase-shaped 
crown 
D 1str1 but ion: E as t-
ern United States, west 
to Dakota and Okla-
homa. Found in all of 
I o w a , especially on 
moist slopes and bottom 
lands but grows on al-
nlost any soil. 
Leaves : Oval, sharp-
pointed with doubly-
toothed margins. 1hd-
rib and lateral veins 
prominent and almost 
parallel Dark green 
above and u s u a 1 1 y 
smooth; light green be-
low. 
Buds a nd T w i g s : 
Twigs slender, smooth, 
reddish-brown to gray 
and bitter in taste. Win-
ter buds small, srnootl1. 
1·eddish-brown. 
Fru it: Ripens in early 
spring A cluster of small seeds surrounded by disc-like mem-
branous wings. 
Ba rk : On mature trees, irregularly ridged and deeper fur-
rowed than red elm Light to dark gray Distinguished from 
red elm bark by alternate creamy and brown layers. 
W ood : Heavy, strong, exceedingly tough, not durable. 
l\1uch prized where toughness is essential as in wheel hubs. 
tool handles, cooperage, etc. 
Rem a rks: One or the most important trees in t he country 
both for shade and street plan ting and for commercial pur· 
poses. One of the most common tr ees in I owa. 
51 
Cork Elm (Rock Elm) 
Ulmus ra cemosa Thorn., U. tltomasn Sarg 
The Tree: Forms a straight columnar trunk with small 
lateral branrhes and oblong crown in contrast to vase-shaped 
crown of white elm. 
Distr1but1on: ~~ore 
restricted than other 
elms. New York to 
Tennessee, west to east-
ern Nebraska In Iowa, 
occasionally found in 
mixture on lowlands or 
dry uplands In north-
eastern Io'' a, fa i r 1 y 
common; less common 
in northwestern part 
and found occasionally 
in south-central part. 
Leaves: Similar to 
other elms but broader 
and shiny dark green 
abovr, light and sltgllt-
ly hairy l)eneath. Leaf 
stems hairy. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds brown, broadly 
rounded, pointed and 
velvety Twigs shiny 
dark brown or gray. 
Larger t '' i g s \\ i t h 
corky, 1rregular, JJromi-
nent r illges 
Fruit : Similar to other elms but wing narrower, indis-
tinctly veined and velvety. 
Bark: On small branches, made up of corky ridges. On 
trunks, it breaks into narrow, longitudinal, interlacing ridges 
and is gray to gray-brown. 
Wood: Higher in quality than other elms. Its hardness 
and extreme toughness make it valuable for heavy imple-
ments and wooden articles requiring great strength. 
Remarks: One of our !nteresting trees but not abundant 
and not used fo r shade or street planting 
52 
R ed Elm (Slippery Elm) 
Ulmus ulva :\hchx., r;, pub£sctns "·alt. 
The Tree: A tree with more of a central trunk and not as 
distinctly' ase-shaped as white elm, H itll irregu.za, open crou n 
Distri but ion : Practi-
cally the same as white 
elm Found all over 
Iowa, preferring rich 
bottomland soils along 
the banks of streams 
Leaves : La r g e r, 
coarser and rougher 
than white elm. Dark 
green above, paler green 
beneath and usually 
n1ore raspzng to the 
touch than white elm. 
Buds and T wi g s : 
Buds large. rounded, 
fuzzy, reddish-brown or 
gray T'vigs at first 
hairy and greenish to 
light brown, and later 
grayish, with a sl1rny 
but not bitter ta.~te 
when chewed. 
Fruit : Similar to 
white elm but larger. 
·more rounded, with a broader wing and u.:zth seed-part hairy. 
Bark : Dark gray, sometimes with reddish tinge, and w1th 
shallow-fissured ridges, often rough-scaly. Inner bark, tlz ick. 
/1 agrant, muczlagirlO'llS. 
W ood : Heavy, very tough, strong, more durable than 
white elm Uses similar to white elm. Extensively used for 
agricultural implements 
Remarks : Desirable as a forest tree but not as a shade or 
street tree. Its bark is used for medicine. 
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53 
Hackberry (Sugar Berry) 
Celtis occidentalis L. 
T he Tree : Gets to be a tall, large, beautiful tree with 
stronger central stem and mor e horizontal branching than 
elm, which tree it r esembles. Often affected with "witches 
broom" fungus which forms little tufts of fine branches all 
over the tree. 
Distribut ion: Most of 
United States, except ex-
treme western an d 
southwestern states I n 
lO\\a, distributed over 
the state, reaching best 
development on rich al-
luvial lands and slopes 
but withstanding a 1 -
most any soil and mois-
ture condition. 
Leaves: Often m i s-
taken for elm but 'more 
lance-shaped, or long 
taper-JJOznted, and of a 
soft thin terture and 
pale g1 een color. Prorni-
nently veined. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs are rougher and 
branching is much more 
angular than elm. 
Fru it : Small and 
cherry-like, deep-red or 
purplish in color, and containing a pit resembling a cherry 
pit Fleshy part thin, edible and with a date-like ftavor. 
Ba rk: On trunk of even small trees and on b1 anches, very 
rough, gray to brownish-gray, with high na1 row 1ulges stand-
ing out pe1 pcndwularly and very uzde fUJI ozcs or smooth 
patches between ridges. 
Wood: Heavy, rather soft and not strong. The tree occurs 
only scattered and the wood does not have a wide use outside 
Of fuel\\ ood, and 'Some for ties and furniture. 
Remarks: The tree makes a good shade tree, especially on 
dry situations 
54 
Red Mulberry 
J.f orus 1 u bra L. 
The Tree: The only native mulberry in Iowa. Gets to be 
n1edium In height with wide-spreading branches and a broad 
rounded head 
D istr1 but ion: East-
ern United States. ex-
cept thru \\'"isconsin and 
Minnesota, and west-
ward to eastern Nebras-
ka and Texas. In Io" a, 
distnbuted over t h e 
state principally along 
the larger river s. 
Leaves : S i m p 1 e • 
r o u n d e d . broad and 
''arying much in outline 
from entire to irreou-
larly lobed This vana-
tion usually can be 
used for identification, 
altho sometimes only 
entire leaves are found. 
Fru it: A berry stmi-
lar to a blackben y 
Very sweet and palata-
ble when ripe. 
Bark and T r u n k : 
~1 a i n trunk usually 
short and thick Bark thin and light or grayish-brown, not 
deeply ridged and resembling somewhat the bark of young 
ash and basswood 
Wood: Heavy, tough and 'er) durable Heartwood is light 
orange-yellow. I ts du rability makes the wood of this tree very 
useful for fence posts. 
Remarks: This tree could well be planted for post pur-
poses. It makes a fair shade tree The fruit produces a bad 
stain on clothing but is very attractive to birds. 
55 
Pawpaw 
A.Hmina triloba ( L.) Dunal. 
The Tree: Gets to be only a small tree or large shrub wlth 
small slender branches and usually an open crown. 
Distribution: E as t-
ern United States ex-
cept the lake states, 
west to southwestern 
Iowa, eastern Nebraska, 
Kansas and Texas In 
Iowa, found m o s t 1 y 
along the deep rich bot-
tomlands or rich moist 
slopes of streams in the 
southern part. Along 
the Missouri as far 
north as Mills County 
and on the :\lissiSSlppi 
as far as Dubuque. 
Le aves: Rather 
large, somewl1at pear-
}:5 shaped and light green 
in color with prominent 
mid-rib and veins. 
Fruit : Shaped like a 
tlnck stubby banana, 
green at first, turning 
yellow and then dark 
brown when ripe, and 
containing large, dark-brown, bean-shaped seeds. It is edible. 
Bark and Trunk: Trunk is small with thin, dark, gray-
brown, rather smooth bark marked with ash-colored blotches, 
sometimes breaking into very shallow fissures. Inner bark is 
tough. 
Wood: Light, soft, weak and spongy. Heartwood light yel-
low in color. It has no commercial value 
Remarks: The tree has a rather handsome foliage and, 
because of this and its fruit, is often planted. The fruit in some 
localities is highly prized and brings a good price on the mar-
ket. The tree has become very scarce in this state, because it 
usually forms an undergrowth and grazing has almost elimin-
ated it. 
56 
Sassafras 
Sa.ssafl as variifoliu rn (Salis ) Kuntze. otJicinale ~ and E., 
S. sassat1 as ( L.) Ka1 st 
T he Tree : In Iowa seldom gets to be more than a small 
tree; mostly a large shrub Trunk is more or less crooked 
and cro" n usually flat-topped and open 
Dist ri b ut ion : E as t-
ern United States, west 
to eastern Iowa, Kansas 
and 0 k 1 a h o m a In 
Iowa, found mostly on 
nch, s an d y , w e 11 -
drained soils of slopes 
along the l\Iississippi 
\"alley in southeastern 
part 
Leaves: Large an d 
varying in shape from 
almost entzre to dts-
ti nctly three-lobed, or 
jan-shaz>ed. Light green 
and, when young, quite 
mucilaginous 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs smooth and yel-
lowish-green to reddish 
in color. 
F r uit: Oblong ber-
nes, dark blue to black 
when ripe, occurring in 
clusters, borne on an 
orange-red club-shaped 
stem. 
Bark: On young stems, yellowish-green, turning reddish-
bro" n on the trunk, reddish-brO\\ n to brown, comparatively 
smooth, except on older trunks and then 'ery deeply and 
irregularly divided into narrow coarse ridges 
W ood: Light, sort, weak, brittle but very durable. Heart-
wood dull orange-brown with an aromatic odor. Of little im-
portance in I owa but used elsewhere for fence posts, r ails, in 
light boats and some for cooperage. 
Re marks: The bark of the roots furni shes the oil of sassa-
fras which is used in flavoring 
57 
Witch Hazel 
H amamelis vtrgzniana L . 
T he Tree: In Iowa seldom gets to be more than a large 
shrub but elsewhere grows to a height of about 25 ft It forms 
a broad open crown with slender flexible branches. 
Distribut ion: Found 
over nearly all of east-
ern United States. In 
Iowa, mostly in the 
northeastern part along 
t he rocky banks or 
streams, extending as 
tar south as Dubuque. 
Leaves: Larqc, broad-
oval, not notched and 
o n 1 y v e r v coarsely 
toothed or more nearly 
"avy on the edges They 
are very unequal at the 
base, membranaceous in 
texture and dark dull-
green in color. 
Fruit: .A. peculiar, 
dark , orange-brown, 
pod-like capsule, cov-
ered for about half its 
length by the large p er-
sistant calyx. 
Bark: On younger 
branches and tw1gs, SlllOOth and light orange-brov.n marked 
with small white dots. On older stems it becomes a light 
brown, mottled and scaly. Inner bark r eddish-purple. 
W ood: Heavy, hard and close-grained. Heartwood light 
reddish-brown. 
Remarks: The tree has little commercial value because o! 
its small size and sparse distribution. Used considerably in 
medicines. 
5S 
Sycan1ore (Buttonwood, Button ball, Plane-Tree) 
Pl1ta nus oc,JJ1deu ta 11 s L. 
T he Tree: One of the n1ost massive and tallest of our tim-
ber trees, "ith a long clear trunk. strong central stem, spread-
ing branches and an open head with coarse fohage 
• 
D 1str1 but1on: E as t-
ern United States. west 
to southern :Michigan, 
central Iowa, e a s t-
ern Kansas and western 
Texas In Iowa, found 
usuall) in the southern 
half scattered a 1 on g 
streams and bottom-
lands 
Leaves: Shaped 
something like maple 
but larger. l i g h t e r 
green, with prow inent 
nZtidrib and ve,ns and, 
on young stems. leafy 
grou:ths at the base of 
lea] stem Hollozc leaf 
stem, su7'1 ounding bud. 
Buds and Twigs : 
Conical, r eddish, smooth 
a nd shiny, 1.4~ in. long. 
Fruit: A brown ball 
of "edge-shaped, close-
ly-packed s e e d s , t h e 
heads forming the sur-
face of the ball. These 
balls bang on the tree 
into the winter. 
Bark: Very distinct On younger sterns, smooth graylsh to 
g1 ecn 1sll or brown ish-g, ay On larger branches and trunks it 
breaks Into thlll , shell-like plates 01 scales which sluff off and 
produce a g1 ayzsh or yellou ish to g ·recnzsh patchy or rnottled 
appearance. Bases of old trees become dark gray and ridged. 
Wood: Medium bard, strong a nd tough. Used in tobacco 
boxes, butchers' blocks, furniture and for interior finish. 
Remarks: The tree is used for shade and ornamental 
planting, although the oriental plane is considered better. 
59 
Crab Apple (Wild Crab, Prairie Crab) 
Jfalus ioens,s Britt. 
T he Tree: A small, round-topped, open-headed tree with 
stout Irregular branching. 
Drstrrbution: Thru 
l\1innesota, Wisconsin, 
Illinois and western 
Kentucky, to eastern 
Nebraska, Kansas and 
Texas. In Iowa, found 
in pastures, open wood-
lands and along road-
sides thruout the state. 
Abundant in the east-
ern, central and south-
ern parts; less abun-
dant in northwest. 
Leaves: S i m p 1 e, 
t o o t h e d or slightly 
lobed, broadly oval with 
slightly wedge-shaped 
base. Dark green and 
lustrous abo v e, p a 1 e 
green and slightly hairy 
below. Leaf stems short 
and hairy. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T w 1 g s are in egular, 
short-branched, crooked 
and often spur-like. 
Fru1t: A small, round, greenish apple of poor eating quali-
ty, 1 to 11;2 in. in diameter. 
Bark: On stems and trunk, grayish to light brown or r ed-
dish-brown On larger trunks, breaks into small narrow ridges 
or long narrow scales. 
Wood: H ard, heavy, close-grained. Hardly a timber tree 
because of small size and short trunk. 
Remarks: A beautiful tree in our native landscape. Since 
it does not interfere with pasture and is t oo low to interfere 
with wires along roadsides, it should be preserved It can 
Well be used more generally in ornamental planting. The 
fragrant crab (P.Ialus coronaria (L.) Miller ) IS also found in 
Iowa but not so abundantly as the p~·airie crab . 
• 
60 
Mountain Ash 
Sorb us americana :\larsh., Pynls amerzcana (Marsh ) de Can d. 
T he Tree: A small slender beautiful tree. seldom larger 
than 40 ft 1n height. 
Buds and Twigs : 
tip. Twigs blunt, at 
brownish. 
D 1st ri but• on: E as t-
ern and southeastern 
Canada, Lake States. 
New England states and 
Appalachian :\Iountains. 
extend1ng west to :\lin-
nesota and Iowa Found 
o n 1 y in northeastern 
Iowa in Allamakee and 
\Yinneshiek counties 
and there only rarely. 
In its eastern range it 
is found on situations 
varying from the bor-
ders of swamps to rocl{y 
hillsides 
L eaves: Compound, 
8 to 12 in in length 
Leaflets oval, rounded at 
the base, sharp pointed 
at the tip. :Marg1ns 
rather finely and sharp-
ly toothed Dark green 
on upper surface, paler 
g r e en beneath. leaf 
stems green or some-
what reddish 
Buds large, sharp pointed, with cut\ ed 
first hairy but later become smooth and 
Fruit: Large clusters of brilliant coral-red berries, ripen 
in the fall and often remain on the tree during winter. 
Bark: Qu1te smooth, grayish to gray-brov. n or yellowish-
brown, becoming somewhat roughened on older trunks by the 
presence o! small plate-like scales, with fragrant inner bark 
W ood: Soft, light, weak and practically of no value from 
the ClOmmercial standpoint. 
Remarks: This species is one of our most beautiful woods 
trees, especially in the fall when the brilliant clusters of 
bright red fruit are very conspicuous. It has been planted 
widely for ornamental purposes both within and without its 
native range. 
61 
Serviceberry (Shadbush, June-Berry, Shadblow, May 
Cherry) 
Amalanchier canadensis (L.) l\1edicus. 
T he T ree: A small tree or large shrub in Iov. a, with slen-
der, open-branched crown. 
Dist r • but1on: South-
eastern Canada, eastern 
United States to Minne-
s o t a, eastern Kansas 
and southern Arkansas. 
In Iowa, usually found 
on uplands near the 
break of 1 i me stone 
ledges and bluffs or 
clinging to steep rocky 
hillsides Principally in 
the eastern, central and 
southern parts. 
Leaves: Somewhat 
like a cherry-leaf in 
shape and outhne, ex-
cept broader and stub-
bier Dark red-brown 
as they unfold, later, 
thick and firm, dark 
dull-green above an d 
pale below. 
Fru it: An open clus-
ter of small ben y-like 
trutts, ripening in early 
summer. At first, bright red, becoming purplish-red when 
ripe. 
Ba rk: On branches and trunk, smooth, gray and mottled 
W ood: Heavy, very strong, hard, close-grained. Some-
times used for tool handles and other implements 
Rem a rks: This is one of the most delicately and beauti-
fully-flowered of any of our native trees or shrubs The flow-
ers are white and usually the first to be seen in the spr ing. 
The tree is only scattered and every means should be used to 
preserve it. I t is a very desirable ornamental. 
62 
Dotted Thorn (Dotted Hawthorn) 
Ora, a~iJUS punvl a tJ Jacq. 
The Tree: A lo\v, spreading, rounded or flat-topped tree 
with stout branches. 
D1stri but ion : North-
eastern United States. 
In Iowa, mostly in the 
eastern and southern 
parts scattered in open 
\\ oodlands or pastures. 
A common species 
L eaves: Ellzptical or 
fan shaped with decid--
edly 1oedge-shaped ba.se 
and fine-toothed toward 
apex only. Thick, firm 
and gray-green above, 
with veins sunken on 
uppe1 surface. 
Buds an d T w i g s : 
T" igs stout, v e I v e t Y 
when young, later light 
orange-b1 O\vn and then 
ashy-gray. Spines slen-
der. straight, l i g h t 
orange-brown or gray, 
2 to 9 in. long 
Fruit: A dull red or 
) ell ow fleshy fruit, % 
to 1 in. long, with 5 nutlets and marked 1.t.lfll many small white 
ilots Clusters drooping and many fruited. 
Bark: On branches and young stems, light orange-brown 
to ashy-gray. On older stems and trunk, gray to dark gray-
brown and breaking into narrow, flat ridges 
W ood: All Crataegus ha\ e hard, heavy, tough wood; but, 
because of small size, the trees have little commercial value 
Remarks : All Crataegus ar e beautiful t r ees of our open 
woodlands and pastures. The bloom in spring and general 
character make them worthy of preser ving They do not in-
ter fere with pasture, grass or wires and are very hardy under 
adverse conditions. They are good ornamentals. 
63 
Cock-Spur Thorn 
01 ataegus cr us-gallt. L. 
The Tree: A small tree with broad, round-topped head and 
rigid branches. 
D1 st r 1but ion: North-
eastet n United States, 
west to Iowa. In Iowa, 
found in the eastern, 
central and souther n 
parts, usually on slopes 
in rich soil. 
Leaves: More slen~ 
der-elllptzcal than th~ 
other Orataegu.s, with 
wedge-shaped b a s e s , 
dark green and rather 
shiny above, paler be-
low. 
Buds and T w 1 g s : 
Twigs are gray to 
brown with long thor ns 
3 to 4 in. which are 
straight or s I i g h t I y 
curved and brown or 
ashy gray The spz:nes 
c o n t t n u e onto t he 
tJunlcs and then are 
often branched, 6 to 8 
tn long 
Fru it: A rounded fleshy fruit, lh in. long, dull red or 
greenish, often grayish coated, usually containing 2 seeds. 
Bark: Similar to other Crataegus. (See Dotted Thorn.) 
W ood: Similar to other Crataegus. (See Dotted Thorn.) 
Rem a r ks : Often used for hedges and ornamental plantings. 
Like all or our hawthorns it is a beautiful tree and should be 
preserved in the native landscape. 
64 • r 
Red Haw (Hawthorn, Thorn Apple) 
Crataegus mollts ( T & G.) Scheele. 
The Tree : Gets to be larger than dotted thorn and usually 
with a broader, more rounded and open head. 
Spines straight, thick and bright 
long. 
Distributi on: North-
ern Ohio to eastern Da-
kota, eastern Nebraska 
and Kansas Common 
over most of Iowa, pre-
ferring low rich soil of 
bottomlands or slopes 
along streams but not 
limited to these loca-
tions 
Leaves: Larger, 
b r o ad e r and more 
coarsely toothed than 
dotted thorn, rounded 
at tll e base and slzghtly 
lobed. Not as leathery 
as dotted thorn, lighter 
green in color, with less 
prominent veins. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs when young are 
covered with a heavy 
matting of long white 
hairs and become dark-
er and smooth with age 
chrstnnt-bJ ozcn, 1 to 2 in. 
FrUit: Fleshy fruits, few in the cluster, drooping, scm·let in 
color with only occasional large dark spots. Flesh th zck, yel-
low and edible 1\.,.utlets ~ or 5. 
Bark: See dotted thorn. 
Wood: See dotted thorn. 
Remarks: See dotted thorn. 
65 
Hawthorn 
rrataegus margaretta Ashe 
T he T ree : A shor ter tree than either dotted thorn or r ed-
l!~w "ith th1n erect branching and a nan ow open head. 
Dtstribution : Ontano 
to centra l Michigan, 
central Iowa and parts 
or l\1issouri and central 
Tennessee I n I owa, 
along banks of s treams 
a nd open hills ides, 
found in the eastern 
part as far \\ est as cen-
tl a l Iowa. 
Lea vee: S1naller than 
both 1 ed-ha w , nd dot-
ted thorn Xarrou~cd 
or tapm ed at the base 
like dotted thorn but 
broadened and sliqhtly 
lobcll in apex-half like 
red haw Tips acute or 
r o u n a-p o in t e d, and 
coaJ8el y-tootlt ecl, base 
n early smooth. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs s lender, at first 
o rang e- g r e en and 
s mooth, later bright 
chestnut-brown and sh iny Older branches ashy or reddish-
gray Spines apt to be sltghtly curved, bright chestnut-brown 
and 3 ~ to 11/2 in long 
Frui t: In few-fruited. open, drooping clusters, srnall er than 
dotted thmn and red llau- Dull, dark rerl or r usty-01 angP 1n 
color , with occasional dark dots. ?\ utlets 2 01 8. 
Ba rk: See dotted thorn. 
Wood: See dotted thorn. 
Rem a rks: See dotted thorn. 
66 
Pear Haw (Hawthorn) 
Crataegus tomentosa L. 
T he Tree : About the size of C. margaretta but with more 
horizontal branching and forming a wide, flat bead. 
• 
Distribution : New 
Yo r k, thru central 
Michigan, southern Min-
nesota, Iowa, Missouri 
and eastern Kansas, 
and along the Appa-
l a c h i a n Mountains. 
Found principally in 
eastern and central 
Iowa. 
Leaves : Lobed as in 
red haw but not broad 
like red haw or nar-
rowed at base like C. 
margaretta or C. punc-
tata Oval in shape, 
rarely rounded at the 
apex, grayish-green in 
color and velvety-hairy 
beneath. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs slender, covered 
with velvety hairs when 
young, turning dark 
orange and later ashy-
gray. Sptnes occaswnal, 
~n. long. 
dark orange to ashy-gray, 1 to 11/ 2 
Fru it : In many-fruited, erect clustet·s, pear-shaped or elon-
gated, dull orange-red. Hang on the tree thru, th e winter. ~?ut­
lets 2 or 3. 
Ba rk : On older trunks of this tree, more furrowed than 
other Crataegus and from pale gray to dark brown. 
W ood: See dotted thorn. 
Rem a rks : See dotted thorn. 
67 
Scarlet Haw (Round-leaf Hawthorn) 
Crataegus totundifolia pubera Sarg., 0. cocczn a L. 
The Tree: A small, spreading tree, seldom reaching a 
height of more than 20 ft. and a diameter of more than 10 in. 
Closely resembles the scarlet haw of the east now described as 
C. coccin ia. 
D1str1but1on: From 
Newfoundland west 
thru Lake States to 
Minnesota and Iowa. In 
Iowa, found principally 
in the southern and 
eastern parts. 
Leaves: Broadly oval 
or rounded, 1 to 4 in. 
long, somewhat tapered 
at base, sharply toothed~ 
except at base. Leaves 
covered with fine hairs. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds small, ~~ in long~ 
bluntly pointed. Twigs 
slender, stiff and armed 
with stiff, sharp-pointed 
spines l lh to 2 in. long. 
Fru it: A round fruit. 
At first yellowish-green~ 
later turning reddish-
brown; about lf:J in. in 
diameter Fru,it cove1·ed 
unth fine hairs 
Bark: Bark t h i n ~ 
gray to gray-brown and 
on larger trunks becoming shallow fissured and splitting into 
small scales. 
Wood: Heavy, hard, strong and of high quality. 
polished. Used in the manufacture of small articles 
canes, engraving blocks, rulers, etc. 
Easily 
such as 
Remarks: This species has little value except for its beauty 
When in flower and fruit. 
68 
Wild Plum 
Prunus americana :Marsh. 
T he Tree : In Iowa, a small lo\\ -branching tree or large 
sht ub, forming a dense, many-branched. rounded head. 
D 1st r1bu t ion: East-
ern United States, as far 
west in the north as 
eastern Montana and 
\Y) om1ng and thru the 
Rocky :l\I o u n t a i n s 
Found thruout Iowa, 
prefers richer s o i 1 s 
a 1 o n g streams and 
'H\ amps but is not par-
tl(Ular as to location. 
Often forms dense thick-
ets 
Leaves: Somewhat 
similar to cherry in 
shape but thin neT. lf s~ 
firm, lighter green and 
less shiny above; light 
green beneath and with 
wrinkled appearance 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs slender, orange-
brO\\ n, turning da1 k 
reclclzsh-browrt, an d 
nuu heel lCltlz tzny-razscd dots Short szcle tn~tgs often spzny. 
F r u i t : Fleshy, sweet, round to oval, about 1 in. in diame-
ter, turning from green to red or ) ellO\\ Ish-red 
Bark: On young sten1s, 01ange-brou n to clark rcd-brolfn. 
smooth ancl shzny On older stems, darker colored and b1 eak-
ing into large, thzn scales or plates 
W ood: Heavy, hard, close-grained, strong Heartwood a 
rich reddish-brown. 
Rem a rks : This tree should be preserved in woodlands and 
along roadsides because of its beauty when flowering, its at-
traction for birds and its purplish-red coloring in winter It 
could well be used on farmsteads for low windbreaks and gen-
erally in ornamental plantin gs. 
69 
Pin Cherry (Wild Red Cherry, Bird Cherry) 
Prunus pennsylvantca L. fils. 
T he Tree: Only a small tree In Iowa, hardly more than 
a tall shrub with slender branches and narrow, open head. 
• 
Dis t r 1 but 1 o n : 11 o s t 
of Canada and north-
eastern United States 
and along the Allegheny 
Mountains. Found over 
northeastern and cen-
tral Io,va and less com-
monly in northwestern 
Iowa, usually on moist, 
fail ly rich soil. Espe-
cial!} dense in clearings 
or burned-over areas. 
Leaves: R~ther nar-
rou., , sJwrp-poznted at 
tlu, a]) e :r an cl s lz q h t l.lJ 
rounded at the base 
Bright green and rather 
glossy above, p a 1 e r 
green below 
Buds a nd T w i g s : 
Twigs b1 1 gll t 1 erl. shiny 
and covered UJith pale 
1 aised spots, and with a 
bitter aromatic taste 
0 l de r t?vi(Js develop 
spur-like lateral branch· 
lets 
F ru 1t: Small and cherry-like in clusters on long stenl,S all 
OitUlJWttnr; at one point on the tu., zg Light 1ed 1n color, 
translucent, %, in. in diameter. 
Ba rk : On young stems, dull red n1arked w1th orange-col-
ored spots and the under bark bnght grern On older stems 
and trunks, dark red-brown and separated into broad papery 
scales 
Wood: Light, soft, close-gr ained. Because of its small size 
not a commercial tree. 
Remarks: The fr u it is edible and is often used domesti· 
cally This tree should be preserved because of its beauty in 
the spring and its attraction for bird life 
70 
Choke Cherry 
P1 unus vzrg~.niana L. 
The T ree : Gets to be larger than pin cherry, with fre· 
quentl)- a c1 ooked or inclined trunk and a narrow, open. slen· 
der-branched head. 
D1st r1but 1on: :\lost of 
Canada and the United 
States east of the 
Rockv 1\II o u n t a i n s 
Found over most of 
· Iowa, usually a 1 o n g 
slopes a n d a 1 o n g 
streams 
Leaves: 0 Y a I in 
shape b1 oader than pin 
cherry and broader at 
apex ancl a a '1' r o we r 
towa1 ds base Thick and 
firm in texture; dark 
green and shiny above, 
pale and dull beneath. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs stout, bitter and 
aromatic, light brown to 
dark red-brown, marked 
with large oblong spots. 
Fruit: Small, fleshY 
and cherry-like, borne 
on shor t stems in clus· 
tcrs szm tlar to grapes. 
A"' ea1ly black when ripe. 
edible when ripe. 
Bark: On young stems, smooth and gray On older stems 
bark becomes durk gray, slzghtly roughened or scaly and mot· 
tled. 
Wood: H eavy, har d, close-gl'ained, not str ong. Not a com· 
m ercial tree because of its sma ll size. 
Remarks: A beautiful tr ee when in flower in the spr ing. 
Fruit used extensively fo r dom es tic purposes. 
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Wild Black Cherry (Rum Cherry) 
Prunus serotina Ehr h. 
The Tree: Gets to be a medium-large timber tree. In the 
open, develops a large, rounded, oblong cro'vn 
Distribut ion: South-
easter n Canada and the 
eastern half o! the Unit-
ed Sbates. Found thru 
Iowa scattered in wood# 
lands, usually on rich 
moist soils. Less com· 
moo in northwest Iowa. 
Lea ves: Larger than 
pin cherry but narrow 
and potnted at both 
ends. Dark green and 
very shiny above. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Tw1gs dark red-brown, 
sometimes grayish, with 
distinctive taste of the 
cherries. 
Fru it : In c l usters 
similar to choke cherry 
b u t clusters usually 
larger. Dark purplish-
red with purple flesh; 
edible when npe. 
Bark: On young stems, grayish-brown to red-brown with 
prominent white spots. On older trunks, da1·k reddiSh-brown 
to almost black and very rough, breaking tnto upturned, stiff, 
thin scales. 
Wood : Hard, moderately light, strong, straight-grained, 
with a satiny surface and rich light brown color. This is a 
commercial tree, and the wood is prized for furniture, cabinet 
work and interior finish. 
Remarks: The fr uit is used for its JUice. Hydrocyanic acid 
is extracted from the bark for medical purposes. 
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Red Bud (Judas Tree) 
CerclS canadensts L . 
The Tree : Only a small tree or large shrub in low ... , with 
coat se foliage and sp1 ... ~.d ng open head. 
D 1st r1 bu t ion: !\fost of 
the eastern half of the 
United States In Iowa, 
mostly scattered thru 
woodlands in the south-
et n and eastern sec-
tions. 
Leaves : Peculiarly 
l w g e. b 1 o ad nn c1 1·o u n d-
l! c a r t - s 7l a p e d u:ith 
smooth margzns. Dark 
green, and thick. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T" 1gs are dull red to 
red-brown. often gray 
1sb, nvt shiny Buds 
plump and reddish 
F rui t : A pod sin1ilar 
to a pea pod, turning 
deep r ed-brown when 
r i p e and containing 
very small, rounded, 
flattened, b e a n- 1 1 k e 
seeds 
Bar k : On older stems 
and trunk, dark red-brown; roughened, breaking into rather 
fine narrow ridges. 
. 
W ood : H eavy, hard, not str ong and of little commercial 
value 
Rem arks: A valuable ornamental because of the rose-pink 
flO\\ er s in the spring which appear all along the branches be-
fore the leaves of trees unfold a nd produce a mass of color 
T hey should be preserved in our n ative '' oods. 
• 
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Kentucky Coffee Tree (Coffee-Bean Tree) 
Gymnocladus dwtcus ( L.) Koch. 
T he T ree : Gets to be medium-large with coarse, h eavy, up. 
rzght branching and open head. 
D istri but ion: E as t • 
e rn- c e n t r a I United 
States west to easter n 
Kansas a nd Nebrask a. 
In Iowa, found scat-
tered in most of the 
state; prefers the richer 
bottomlands. 
Leaves: D o u b l y -
compound, with almost 
branchlike central stem, 
Za1·ge, 1 to S feet long. 
L eaflet's dark g r e e n 
above and a yellow 
green beneath, 1 to 2lh 
in. long, apex shar p-
pointed, margins wavy 
or almost smooth. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T wigs consp zcuously 
thick, stocky, blunt a nd 
marked by 'unusually 
large leaf scan~. 
Frui t: A large, broad, 
stubby, ve1 y llard or 
horny, dcu k-brown pod, bearing large, brown, flinty, round, 
somewhat flattened beans. 
Ba r k: On trunk and branches, rough, gray, breaking into 
very charactenstic flat ndges or plates ulth upturned edges. 
W ood : H eavy, str ong, moderately hard, coarse-grained and 
dur able. Used occasionally in cabinet work but mostly for 
posts, r ailroad ties and construction. The tree gr ows too scat-
t ered to have wide commercial importance. 
Rema rks : This tree is a drought r esistan t species and has a 
value for ornamental planting. 
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Honey Locust (Thorny Locust, Thorn Tree) 
Gleditsia t riacan thos L. 
The Tree: Gets to be a large, spreading, round-topped tree 
with pleasing, graceful, lacy foliage. 
Distribution : E as t -
e rn-central United 
States from the Alle-
g h en y Mountains to 
eastern Nebraska and 
Texas. Found over most 
of Iowa on nearly all 
soils, except dry up-
lands and ridges. 
Leaves: Singly or 
doubly compound, leaf-
lets much smaller and 
finer than coffee-tree 
and with rounded tips. 
Dark green above and 
lighter or yellow green 
on under surface. mar-
gins very s 1 i g h t 1 y 
toothed. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Older twigs armed with 
long-pointed single or 
three-branched thorns. 
Fruit: A large, long. 
dark brown, flexible, curled pod, with seeds rounded, flattened 
and bean-shaped. 
Bark and Trunk: On bran ches and smaller trunks, dark 
r ed-brown and fa irly smooth. On larger trunks, it breaks into 
long, thin, fl at, longitudinal r idges somewhat curled at the 
edges. Tru,nk armed 'With many-branched, stiff, sharp-pointed 
thorns. Occasionally a t r ee is a lmost free of thorns. 
Wood: Hard, strong, coarse-gra ined and medium-d urable. 
Used la r gely for posts, wheel hu bs a nd some in constr uction. 
Remarks: The tr ee is desirable as a n ornamental and shade 
tree because of i ts pleasing foliage and fl ower s and its drought 
resistance. Varieties ar e being propagated without thorns. 
) 
• 
• 
l 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
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Black Locust (Yellow Locust) 
Robznia psuedacacta L. 
The Tree: Gets to be a large beautiful tree with broad 
round bead and fine, lacy foliage . 
dark red-brown and containing 
dish-brown, bean-like seeds. 
Distribution: Natural-
ized thruout the United 
States east of t h e 
Rocky M o u n t a i n s . 
Found all over Iowa on 
almost any type of son, 
except wet s w am p y 
land . 
L e a v e s : Pinnately 
compound. L e a v e 8 
coarser than honey lo-
cust Foliage zig h t 
green in color. Leaflets 
oval, 1 to 1% in. long, 
rounded at both ends 
and with smooth mar-
gin. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs more crooked and 
angular than honey lo-
cust, with single, un-
branched, stiff spine8, 
1/4 to over 1 tn. long. 
Fruit: A flexible pod, 
but only 3 to 4 1n long, 
small, dark, green1sh to red-
Bark: On small branches, greenish to brown, fairly smooth. 
On trunks, gray to gray-brown, and broken in a network o! 
coarse, deep ridges. 
Wood: Very heavy, hard, strong, close-grained and very 
durable. Used for posts, poles, tree-nails, insulator pins, fuel 
and occasionally for lumber. 
Remarks: One of the best all-round trees for woodlots in 
Iowa, but attacks of boring insects make its use questionable. 
Excellent for rough, eroding land, growing rapidly in youth 
and spreading from the roots; produces a mass of vegetation 
even on poorest soils. 
• 
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Prickly Ash (Hercules Club) 
Xanthoxylum amerzcanum 1\lilL 
The Tree: Only a small tree, or, in Iowa. mostly shrub-
like with open, rounded, branchy crown 
Distribution: North-
eastern United States, 
southeastern Canada, 
west to 1\Iinnesota In 
Iowa found thru most of 
the state on moist soils 
of slopes and along 
stream borders 
L eaves : Resemble 
those of ash but much 
smaller and with bases 
of leaflets more rounded 
than wedge-shaped. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T u· i g s and branches 
armecl to z t h s h o r t 
thorns similar to rose 
thorns. 
Fruit: A cluster of 
s m a 11, le1non-shaped 
bcrrirs or nutlets 'With 
a roupll surface. When 
crushed or rubbed be-
tween the fingers gwe 
off a lemon odor. 
Bark: Thin, gray, mos tly smooth, wzth sho1 t thorns simi-
Jar to the branches. 
Wood: Light. soft, close-grained Of little Importance for 
any commercial or domestic use 
Remarks: In the south the bark of related species is sup-
vosed, by the negroes, to be a cure for toothache and rheu-
matism. 
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Hop Tree (Wafer-Ash) 
Ptelea tritoltata L. 
The Tree : A small, spreading tree, or, more often, a shrub. 
D 1str1but1 on : Found 
over pt acttcally all of 
eastern United States 
and as far west as Min-
nesota, Nebraska, Col-
OI ado and New :Mexico. 
In Io\\ a, found in 
sou thcastern part and 
northward a l m o s t to 
Jackson County along 
:\hssissippi River. 
Leaves : Compound, 
u rth flJfJZCally three 
oval leaflets which are 
rather broadly-pointed 
at apex and wedge-
shaped or narrowed 
toward base, especially 
t h e terminal leaflets 
Leaflets dark s h i n y 
green on upper surface 
1c1th small dots on 'ltn-
de?- surface. Margins 
very finely toothed 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds inconspicuous, twigs hairy at first but later becoming 
smooth and grayish-brown in color. 
FrUit: Somewhat like elm seed but larger, with a mem-
branous, cit cular wing, t~ to 1 in across, surrounding seed 
proper. In dense clusters, often remaining on branches until 
late in the winter. 
Bark: On the branches and smaller trunks, grayish and 
smooth On large stems it becomes somewhat broken or fis-
sured, especially at the base of the tree 
Wood: Very heavy, Fine grained, hard and strong. Not 
used commercially to any extent because of its small size. 
Remarks: An extract is sometimes made from the bark. 
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Staghorn Sumach 
Rhus hirta (L) Sudw .. R. typhina L. 
The Tree: In Iowa, usually a large shrub but reaches tree 
size under good conditions. 
Distribution: New 
E n g 1 a n d states and 
south to Mississippi 
west of Appalachians, 
extending west to \Vis-
consln and Iowa. In 
Iowa, found on sandy, 
gravelly or otcer dry 
locations where it forms 
dense thickets Princi-
pally in the eastern, 
northeastern and north-
ern parts 
• 
Leaves: Compound, 
12 to 24 tiL long, with 
11 to 81 narrow, long-
pointed, round based, 
sharp-toothed leaflets 2 
to 5 in. long. Dark 
green on upper surface 
and whitish and hairy 
'IS on under surface. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds small, conical and 
covered with hairs. 
'1 u Lgs covered with heavy mat of velvety hatrs Exudes milky 
;utce UJhich turns black w hen cut. Pith very large, yellowish-
brown 
Fruit: Erect r ed clusters, 5 to 8 1n. long, made up of small 
round fruits covered with hairs and containing hard seeds. 
Bark: On small stems, brown, rather smooth, except for 
small, raised, elongated dots. Large trunks become scaly. 
Wood: Brittle, light, soft, yellowish streaked with green. 
Of little value in Iowa. 
Remarks: Bark and leaves rich in tannin. A conspicuous 
shrub in the fall due to dark red clusters and highly colored 
red and green leaves. Used for decorative planting. 
Note: The following sumacs commonly known as shrubs 
but sometimes listed as small trees are found in Iowa. 
DWARF SUMAC: Rhus Oopalltna L. Leaves smaller, leaf-
stems winged, fruit less hairy than Staghorn. 
POISON SUMAC: Rhus vernix L. A shrub in Iowa. Leaf-
let margins smooth, fruit ivory white 
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Wahoo (Burning Bush) 
Euonymus atropurpureus Jacq. 
T he Tree : In Iowa, a shrub, but in other locations some-
times attains a height of 20 or 25 ft. When not crowded, de-
velops a rather wide-spreading, flat crown 
D istri bution: Found 
over most of the eastern 
part of the U n i ted 
States, except New En-
gland states, extends 
west to eastern Nebras-
ka, Kansas and Texas 
Found quite generally 
over Iowa in moist 
woodlands. 
Leaves: Oval, sharp-
pointed at apex and 
b a s e , v e r y finely 
n o t c h e d , thin, dark 
green on upper surface, 
lighter green beneath 
and somewhat hairy. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs greenish to pur-
plish-brown and angu-
lar. Buds opposite and 
sharp-pointed. 
F r u it: The fruit is 
very characteristic, ripening about October Usually open, 
drooping clusters of 4 lobed pods, each lobe splitting radially 
and exposing a brilliant scarlet fruit which makes the plant 
very conspicuous. 
Ba r k: Smooth and mottled gray, on larger stems cracks or 
splits into very shallow ridges. 
W ood : Heavy, hard and fairly strong but on account of its 
small size has practically no use from a commercial stand-
point. 
Remarks: This species, altho not abundant in Iowa, is one 
of the beautiful plants of our woodlands. The beautiful color 
of the fruit in the fall along with the tinted leaves make it 
very attractive and it should be carefully preserved . Often 
planted for decorative purposes. 
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Bladdernut 
Staphylea tltfolta L. 
The Tree: Only a small tree or, in I owa, mostly a large 
shrub, \\ 1th an open uregular head. 
( 
• 
D1str1but1on: East-
er n United States ex-
cept the Atlantic coast 
states, west to l\Iinneso-
ta and Oklahoma. In 
Iowa, found only occa-
sionally in the easter n 
and central parts, wide-
h scattered. us u a 11 y 
• 
along rocky hillsides or 
b o t t o m 1 a n d s along 
streams. 
Lea ves: Compound, 
"ith three leaflets Leaf-
lets oblong in shape, 
similar to elm or iron 
" oocl but more bluntly 
pointed, firm in texture, 
med iun1 to dark green 
1n color. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs slender, branches 
striped '" ith green. 
Fru1t: A nut born in 
a la1 gc, 1 oullcled, angula1·, 3-lobcd, pa[Jery, sac-ltke pocl about 1 
in. in diameter It is filled with air, except for the seed, 
frmn \\ hich the tree takes its name ''bladder-nut." 
Ba r k : Grayish to gt ay-brown and fairly smooth, often 
n1arked or mottled with large gray and dark blotches 
W ood: Because of its small size and sparse distribution, 
this species has very httle con1n1e1 cial or domestic use 
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Mountain Maple 
Acer spicatum La ~f 
The Tree : Thts is the smallest of the tree maples, se!dom 
reaching a height over 30 or 35 feet. Forms a broad, rounded, 
much divided crown. Usually under the shade of other trees. 
Distri but ion : South-
eastern Canada, t h e 
New England states, Ap-
palachian region and 
Lake states extending 
''est to northeastern 
Iowa, south as far as 
Dubuque. D o e s n o t 
thrive on any except 
rich, moist, loamy soils; 
apparently requires the 
protection of o t h e r 
trees. 
L eaves: 2% to 4 in. 
long and nearly as 
broad, 3-lobed, w i t h 
coarsely toothed mar-
gins and veins with 
sunken appearance Up-
per surface, dark green 
and smooth; under sur-
face, lighter green and 
covered with fine hairs. 
Buds and T w 1 g s : 
Tw1gs sometimes slight-
ly hairy at first, greenish in colot, later becoming reddish-
brown and smooth. Buds opposite the same as on other 
maples 
FrUit: Like other maples the fruit is made up of a pair of 
"inged seeds about %, to 1 in. in length. 
Bark : Usually smooth, gray and mottled. On old trees, 
slightly roughened and ridged 
W ood : On account of its small size the wood is used only 
for fuel. 
Rem ar ks: This species is quite common in the northeast 
but less common in the western part of its range. It is not 
an important commercial species 
8% 
Sugar Maple (Hard Maple, Rock Maple) 
Acer saccharum Marsh. 
The Tree : One of our finest and largest forest trees. Like 
black maple, in the open it produces a dense, round, compact 
crown 
Distribution: South· 
eastern Canada, eastern 
United States, west to 
eastern Dakota, Nebras-
ka and Kansas. In Iowa, 
found scattered mostly 
in the southern and 
eastern parts, extend-
ing west to cent1..1l 
Iowa. :B'ot..nd on moist 
soils of bottomlands or 
slopes. 
Leaves : 3 to 5-lobed. 
not as deeply cut and 
less pointed than silver 
maple. Dark green 
above, pale green with 
sil''IJery or gray cast be-
low. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs smooth, gray to 
b r o w n , opposite on 
stems. 
F r u it : A pair of 
winged seeds with parallel or diverging wings about 1 in. long; 
ripen in autumn. 
Bar k: On branches, grayish and fairly smooth. On large 
branches and trunk, light to dark gray, narrowly ridged, with 
ridges sometimes turned up and becoming scale-like. 
Wood : Heavy, hard, even-grained, easy to work, not dura-
ble. One of our most valuable woods, used extensively for 
flooring, furniture, woodenware, finish, etc. Birdseye grain is 
frequently found. 
Remarks: Sugar maple is a good shade and street tree. It 
is the best species for production of maple sugar and syrup. 
It is slow in growth but strong and permanent 
• 
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Black Maple (Hard Maple) 
A.cer ntgrum F A 11ichx 
The Tree: Yery similar to sugar maple for which it is 
often mistaken. In the open, forms a beautiful, rounded, very 
dense, compact crown. 
Oistrrbutron: East· 
e1 n United States. west 
to eastern Nebraska. 
Found over most of 
Iowa, usuall v on low-
• 
lands or moist slopes 
Leaves: With 3 to 5 
lobes, sharp·pointed but 
not so dec ply divided 
and less deeply cut than 
sugar maple. Above dull 
green, below yellow· 
q1·ecn u tth soft hairs, 
especially along the yel· 
low vctns. ancl with 
edges drooping 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs stout, ligh t to 
dark gray, smooth and 
opposite on the stems. 
Fruit: Pairs of 
winged seeds similar to 
sugar maple, ripens i n 
autumn Smaller than 
soft maple. 
Bark: On small branches, thin, smooth and grayish. On 
old trunks, divides into deep but narrow ridges, firm, hard, 
sometimes with edges curled, dark gray to almost black. 
Wood: Almost identical with s ugar maple; heavy, hard, 
strong, fine·grained, not durable. An important commercia l 
wood for furniture, flooring, woodenware, finish, etc. 
Remarks: Black maple is much more common in Iowa than 
true sugar maple. Many do n ot distinguish between these 
two. Used extensively for street and shade purposes. Its 
slow growth h as limited its planting for lumber production. 
• 
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Silver Maple (Soft Maple) 
A.cer sacchartnum L. 
T he T ree : Grows to be a large, wide-spreading, rounded, 
many-branched tree, in the open. In the timber, long, straight 
and clear-stemmed. 
Oist nbut•on: East-
ern United States west 
to eastern Dakota, Ne-
braska a nd Kansas 
Found o·ver Iowa, usual-
lv on bottomlands ad-
• joining streams. 
L eaves: 3 to 7 in. 
long, 3 to 6 in wide and 
5-lobed. Lobes shanJ~ 
]Jointed and deeply cut. 
Above, light green; be-
low, pale to szlvery-
nhlfe Leaf stems 
long, slender, smooth 
and reddish Leaves op-
posite 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs 1 eddish-gray to 
reddish, smooth and 
somewhat shiny. 
F rui t : Pairs of seeds 
similar to sugar maple 
except wings larger, 
more spreading and larger seeds than other maples A soft, 
meaty seed borne at one end of a n1embranous wing, ripening 
in late spring. 
Bark: On branches, smooth ancl g1 ayzsh. w1th a tinge of 
pink. On large branches and trunks, ligl! t [J1 ay to dark gray, 
rough, scaly or shaggy, due to many loose, longitudinal, scaly 
plates Not deeply furrowed 
W ood : l\1oderately heavy, fairly strong, fine-grained, not 
durable. Less valuable than hard maple Used extens ively in 
Iowa for local construction; becoming important in box manu-
facture and for other commercial purposes. 
Remarks: A quick-growing hardy tree for Iowa and good 
for temporary planting. Should n ot be used for yard or str eet 
planting because it is short lived 
N ot e : RED MAPLE, Acer 1·ubnt1n L .• a species similar to 
s ilver maple, is r eported by some authorities for southeastern 
Iowa, but this species is not considered nat ive to the state 
• 
• 
Box Elder (Ash-leaved Maple) 
.Acer negundo L 
The Tree: A fast-growing, short-stemmed, irregularly 
shaped, wide-spreading tree. 
D1str1bution: South-
ern Canada and eastern 
United States west to 
Montana, Utah and Ari-
zona. Found over all of 
Iowa. Prefers moist 
bottomlands, especially 
adjoining streams, but 
grows on almost any 
soil. 
Leaves: Compound 
u ith 3 to 5 notched or 
l o b e d leaflets. dark 
green abo~ e, lighter 
green beneath. 
~ Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs g1 cen to purplish, 
covered at first with 
bluish-white bloom, la-
ter becon~tng s1nooth 
and shiny. Branching is 
opposite 
Fruit: A winged seed 
very much like other 
maples, but occu rnng 1n 
droo]Jing clusters, maturing in the fall and remainmg on the 
t r ee /OJ se-veral 1nonths. 
Bark: Finely-ridged, much like green or white ash. In 
color, dark brown or almost black, with sometimes a greenish 
tinge. Not creamy-colored underneath and not scaly. 
Wood: Light, soft, easily worked, hard to split, not dura-
ble, often streaked with pink. Not commonly a eoznmercial 
tree 
Remarks: Has been widely planted because of rapid growth 
and hardiness. Should be considered only temporary, or only 
for very poor dry soils. I t becomes a nuisance because of the 
box elder bug. 
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Buckeye (Ohio Buckeye, Horse Chestnut) 
Aesculus glabra \\.,.illd. • 
The Tree: l\1edium to large with usually a short trunk, 
lo~ branching and very compact, rounded or somewhat flat-
tened head. 
Distribution: Central 
part of eastern United 
States from Appala-
chian l\Iountains west to 
eastern Nebraska, Kan-
sas and Oklahoma In 
Iowa. found in scattered 
localities in the south-
eastern and c e n t r a 1 
parts 
Leaves: Pal1nately 
compound like virginia 
creeper. Leaflets rnuch 
narrowed to ward t1! e 
base. light green and 
smooth above, yellow-
ish-green below an d 
hairy along v e i n s . 
"\V h e n crushed, the 
leaves have a bad odor. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs upright, t' e r v 
s tout, straight and 
coarse). when mature, 
r eddish-brown to ashy-
gray. Buds large, sharp-pointed with ridged scales. 
Fruit: A. lm·ge, rounded, flesll y, tan, husk, divzdlng into 2 
or 3 parts, covered on the outer surface 1tnth prickles or warts 
and tnclosing a ·round, c1!estnut-b1·owrz, shiny nut tcith a promi-
nent spot or eye on one end. 
Bark: Ashy-gray to gray-brown, breaking into irregular, 
shallow plates covered with smaller, roughened scales. 
W ood: Light, soft, not strong, coarse-grained, n ot durable. 
Used for wooden ware, artificial limbs, paper pulp and occa-
sionally for lumber. 
Remarks: T her e are a number of varieties of buckeye and 
some of them are used for ornamental purposes. The flowers 
are very prominent and beautiful. 
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Basswood (Linden, Linn, Bass Tree) 
Ttlta glabra Vent., T. americana L. 
T he Tree : Gets to be a large, wide-spreading, round-topped 
tree. In the woods, tall, with a full, dense head. 
• 
Distributio n : South-
eastern Canada and 
most of the eastern half 
of the United States. 
Found over Iowa, us-
ually on moist rich soils 
of stream bottomlands 
or along moist slopes 
Leaves : Large, 
rounded o r h ear t-
shaped, with toothed 
margins and Wlth one 
side of base less round-
ed than the other. Dull 
green above, and lighter 
green beneath Vary in 
size from small to often 
8 in. or more across . 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs smooth, I i g h t 
brown or gray. Winter 
buds prominent, plump, 
bluntly pointed a n a 
dark red. 
Fruit: No other tree 
has a frutt like the basswood. A very open cluster of hard 
nutlets borne on a stem which comes from; the cent er of a nar-
row·elltptical, l eaf-like wing. 
Bar k: On branches and young trunks, light or silvery-gray, 
smooth or finely ridged. On older trunks, breaks into long, 
medium-narrow ridges and furrows, dark gray to almost black 
on surface. Beneath surface, orange-yellow or orange-brown. 
Inner bark very tough. 
Wood : Light, soft, tough, long-fibered, nearly white, not 
durable. Highly prized for pulp, woodenware, excelsior, bee-
keepers' supplies, etc. 
Rema rks: The flowers are inconspicuous but furnish nectar 
for some of the finest honey; often planted for this purpose. 
Varieties of the European linden are considered good orna-
mentals. 
• 
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Alternate-LeaVied Dogwood (Blue Dogwood, Pigeon-
berry, Green Osier, Pagoda Dogwood) 
Cornus alternlfoha L. 
The Tree: Usually a large shrub or only a small tree in 
I owa, with flat-topped, open head and with branches in dis-
tinct whorls 
Distri bution : South-
eastern Canada an d 
northeastern U n i t e d 
States. In Iowa, widely 
distributed in all but 
the north western sec-
tion; found in wood-
1 a n d s , or bordering 
woodlands, in moist 
rich soil. Common in 
eastern and c e n t r a 1 
par ts 
Leaves : Smaller and 
narrower than fl owering 
dogwood, cluster ed at 
ends of bran ch es but 
alternat e 1nstead of op-
post t e on the twigs. 
Bright or yellow-gr een 
a bove and pale or al-
m ost white below 1\la r-
gins sm ooth and som e-
times wavy. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs r eddish-gr een at 
fi rst, later becon1ing da rk green with gray or white stripes 
F r u it : Plozcers sma ll and cream-co lored, 1n dense f lat clus-
trJ s ancl no t su1·ro unded by a consptcu ous w horl of br acts 
Fruit a loos~. open cluster of p urpllsh or blue-black berries. 
Bark: On young s tems, orange or yellow-green, turning 
darker and becoming red-brown or dar k brown; finely fi ssured 
on older s tems. 
W ood : H eavy, hard and close-grained, but withou t a s 
wide a use as the flower ing dogwood . 
Rem a rks: While not as ornamental as fl ower ing dogwood, 
t his tree is used considerably in ornamental planting It 
sh ould be preserved in our woodl ands 
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Roughleaf Dogwood 
Cornus asperijolta Mlchx. 
The Tree : Like the other dogwoods, this tree is a large 
shrub in Iowa, with an irregular open head In the south may 
reach a height of 40 feet. 
Dist ri but ion: East-
ern United States west 
to Nebraska, Kansas 
and Texas. 0\ er most of 
Iowa on a variety of 
so1ls; not so exacting in 
soil and moisture re-
quirements as the other 
dogwoods 
Leaves : Dark green, 
roughened above, pale 
or gray below, fb·m tn 
trzture and harsh or 
raspznq to the touch 
Leaves usually narrow-
er than other dogwoods, 
margins wavy and leaf-
stem slender and cov-
ered with rough hairs. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs yellowish at first 
but becoming 1 eddtsh 
or broumtsh and later 
gray. Buds small and 
opposite on branches. 
Frui t : Flowers, cream-colored and much like alternate-
leaved dogwood. Fruit, open clusters of round white berries 
* in in diameter 
Bark: On older stems, gray-brown or gray and very finely 
fissured or covered with fine scales. 
Wood: Hard, heavy, strong, fine-grained. Used in turnery 
and small articles. 
Remarks : Because of the bright red fruiting stems and 
the white berries this species is very attractive in the winter 
and should be protected . 
Note: FLOWERING DOGWOOD, Corn us floncla, L., a beau-
t iful dogwood, is native to states east of Iowa but not to this 
state. 
Other shrub species of dogwood found in the state are: 
Red-stemmed dogwood ( 0. stolonije1·a Michx.) ; Kinnikinnick 
(C. amomum Mill ) ; dogwood (C. pantculata L' Her.); dogwood (0. circinata L' Her.) 
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Persimmon 
Diospyros v irgin ,ana L. 
The Tree: l\lostly a small, round-topped tree, with short 
trunk and somewhat crooked or zigzagged branching. 
D1str1 but10n: South-
eastern United States, 
as far north as southern 
P e n n s y 1 v a n i a and 
southeastern Iowa. Pre-
fers sandy, well-drained 
solls and open woods or 
pastures 
Leaves: Large, oval, 
pointed at the tip. l\Iar-
gins smooth Dark green 
and glossy above and 
paler and often hail y 
below. The veins a1 e 
prominent. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
T10tgs have a consptc-
uously large ptth cavity. 
Light brown or ashy-
gray in color, with 
leaf scars 'raised and 
pro1ninent. 
Fruit: A round, 
1 l e s h y , dark-orange 
fruit, 1 to llh in. in diameter. I t contains several flat, hard, 
fairly large seeds. I t is sweet and delicious when thoroly 
ripe but very astringent when green. Usually not edible be-
for e frost 
Bark: On the t runk, dark brown or nearly black and dis-
tinctive because it breaks into thtck, squm·e blocks or plates 
which are scaly on the surface. Under bark creamy-tan . 
Wood: Very heavy, close-grained, very strong and hard. I t 
is valuable fo r shuttles, heads of golf clubs, shoe lasts and 
other special wooden ware articles. 
Remarks: The pers immon has been cui tivated to a consid-
erable extent because of its fruit. 
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Blue Ash 
Fra.xinus quadrangulata 1hchx. 
T he T ree: Found very sparingly in Iowa, where it is only 
of botanical importance. In the east, on good soils, it r eaches 
100 ft in height. 
Distr1but1on: Found 
only occasionally from 
Ohio to Iowa and from 
Michigan to Arkansas. 
Distribution in I o w a 
very rare. Reported 
near Keokuk. 
Leaves: Compound, 
w i t h 7 to 9 short-
stemmed, ovate, sharp-
pointed leaflets. Above 
smooth yellow-green to 
dark green, paler below, 
sometimes with tufts of 
fine hairs in the axils of 
the ·veins. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds blunt, and dull 
rusty-brown. T w t g s 
characten.stwal1y tour-
rtdged or angular and 
ashy-gray 
Fruit: Similar to 
other ashes but stub-
bier and with wtngs extending along stdes of seed proper. 
\Ving notched at the tip. 
Bark and T runk: Bark is characteristic. On older trunks, 
scaly, becoming somewhat shaggy wtth age, similar to shag-
bark hickory. 
W ood : Heavy, hard, and strong, being suitable for the same 
purposes as the other ashes. Of no commercial importance in 
Iowa, due to its scarcity. 
Remarks: The tree is called "blue ash" because a blue dye 
is made by mashing the inner bark in water. 
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Black Ash 
Praxinus nigra :\1arsh. F. sambuci/olia La l\1. 
T he Tree : In the open. deYelops a rounded or oval crown 
and attains a height of 70 to 90 ft. 
Distribut ion: South· 
eastern Canada a n d 
northeastern tJ n i t e d 
States, south to Ken-
tucky, west to :\Iissouri. 
Iowa and North Dako· 
ta. Tbruout Iowa, found 
only close to banks of 
streams or bordering 
swamps Less common 
in the west and north 
"estern parts 
Leaves: Compound1 
large, with 7 to 11 leaf· 
lets L e a f l e t s n o t 
stalked, dark green 
aboTe, paler green be-
low Midnbs and veins 
JJrom inent 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs large, stubby, 
ashy-gray with promi-
nent spots. Buds round-
ed, rusty-brown t o 
blackish and prominent. 
Fru1t: Similar to other ashes but broa(leJ·. 1lyuzgs cxtend-
'lng alonq sicles of see(l ptopcr and with distinct notch at the 
tip Seed 1 to 112 in. long. 
Bark: On older stems is less distinctly furrowed than 
green, '\bite, or red ash. Surface rather scaly Under bark 
creamy-ta.n 
W ood : i\ ot as heavy as green or white ash, strong, coarse-
grained. Used extensively for interior finish and furniture 
because of its showy grain, and for barrel hoops because it 
splits easily between the annual rings. 
Remarks: Adapted to wet soils but otherwise not as de-
sirable in Iowa as green or white ash. 
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White Ash 
Fraxinus amerzcana L 
T he T ree : A medium-sized tree in Iowa. Tall and slender 
in the timber and, in the open, develops an oblong cro,vn with 
drooping branches 
Distri but ion : South-
eastern Canada a n d 
eastern United States 
west to eastern Dakota, 
Kansas and Oklahoma 
Found mostly over east-
ern, central and south· 
ern parts of Iowa, 
scattered on m o i s t 
slopes and rich bottom-
lands 
Leaves: Compound, 5 
t o 11 sharp-pointed 
broadly-oval 1 e a f 1 e t s. 
Leaflets dark g r e en 
above, U)llltLsh uncler-
neath Stem r a th e r 
crooked and blade ot 
terminal leaflet tapel-
ing down along petiole 
as in mos t ashes. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs grayish-brown 
Buds opposite, rounded, 
dull rusty-brown 
Fru it: The seeds of 
all the ashes are chat actellsttcally pacldlc-sha]Jed and hang 
on the t1 ees into the winter. In white ash, 1 to 2 in long, 
rather slender. Wing does not extend around seed proper. 
Bark: On smaller branches, rather smooth, gray to gray-
ish-bro\\ 11. On older trunks, not deeply furrowed, w1th fine 
irregular ndges, not scaly. Under-bark creamy-tan . 
• 
W ood: Heavy, hard, strong and only mediun1 in durability 
Used extensively for fuel, in implements, eveners and for 
many purposes where strength is required. 
Rem arks : One of our valuable timber trees but not as abun· 
dant as the green ash in Iowa. Not as desirable for orna-
mental planting as green ash. 
• 
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Red Ash 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh. 
The Tree: Similar to white and green ash. In the open, 
symmetrical with a compact, rounded to oval crown. 
D istribution: Atlan-
tic to Central States, 
west to southern Minne-
sota, South Dakota, N e-
braska and K a n s a s . 
Found generally over 
Iowa, especially in the 
northern ·part, on moist 
loamy soils. 
Leaves: Compound, 
with 7 to 9 short-stalked 
leaflets; upper surface 
bright green; s ilk y 
llai rs on the 'U,nder side, 
especially a Z on g t he 
vezns and on the leaf 
stem. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Twigs grayish to gray-
brown, usually velvety. 
Buds broad, blunt and 
dull rusty-brown. 
Fruit: 1 to 2 in. long, 
with a slender tapering 
seed proper and seed wing narrower than the black ash. 
Bark: On old stems rather finely furrowed and very simi-
lar to green and white ashes. Under bark creamy-tan. 
W ood: Heavy, hard, strong, moderately durable and some-
what less valuable than white ash 
Remarks: Red ash so closely resembles some of the others 
that it is somewhat difficult to distinguish. It is less hardy 
on dry soils and, here, green or white ash sh~uld be favored 
-
I 
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Green Ash 
Fraxinus ]Jennsylvanica lanceolata (Borkh.) Sarg 
The T ree: Yery closely resembles red ash and white ash. 
D istribution: The 
most widely distributed 
of the ashes. Southern 
Canada and eastern 
United States, west to 
Montana, Idaho, Utah 
and Arizona. Found in 
all of Iowa on a variety 
of soils but prefers 
moist bottomlands. 
Leaves: 5 to 9 leaf-
lets. Upper ancl lower 
surface, smooth, bnght 
green, not whttish un-
derneath like the white 
ash or velvety beneath 
like the red ash. Leaf 
stems not hairy or vel-
vety. 
Buds and T w i g s : 
Buds opposite, broad, 
stubby, hairy, rusty-
brown. Twigs green-
ish-gray or b r o w n , 
smooth, with light spots. 
Fru it: 1 to 2 inches long, narrow, tapering and similar to 
red ash. 
Bark: Finely furrowed, dark gray and very similar to white 
ash. Under-bark creamy-tan. 
Wood: H eavy, hard, strong and moderately durable. Used 
for agricultural implements, tool handles, furniture and other 
uses requiring great strength. 
Remarks: This tree is often considered only a variety of 
red ash. It is more drought-resistant, however, and its 
strength, fuel value and general utility make it a practical 
tree for farm planting. Also makes a good shade tree. 
• 
• 
• 
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